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President Should Get Draft
Bill By The End of The Month

aid Kendall's
for a school
iles an hoilt.

em Too

to his colleagues for help "in
the name of everything that gg
pertains to the security of our
people."
He won.
For Stennis, the vote for all
practical purposes was the end
of a seven-month ordeal that
began in February when Nixon
sent a request to Congress for a
two-year extension of the draft
and a $1 billion military pay
raise to produce an allvolunteer Army.
The draft bill, from the
beginning, was marked by the
doves as their key legislative
target of 1971. Since the old
draft law expired last June 30,
they felt it would give them
needed leverage to force the
administration's hand in exchange for renewal of conscription.
But it did not turn out thh, •
way. Despite Senate approval
of the Mansfield amendment
'Learning to Be Human in a last July, the administration &nab as he attempts to ddrt the end on this power sweep in Friday night's contest
Staff Photo By Gene MeCntcheon
4Continued on Page Eight)
Push Button World" is the theme
selected for the 1971 Cooperative
School of World Outreach to be
held at the First United
Methodist Church beginning on
Sunday evening, October 24 and
for the four succeeding Sunday
evenings.
Sessions will go from 6:00 p.m.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Two me nine-justice court.
to 7:15 p.m. with fellowship and
Rev. Roos To Speak At
Senate Democratic whip
names were mentioned most
light refreshments following.
frequently today in speculation Robert D. Byrd, W. Va., called
Allbritten
Rudy
Mrs.
James
Women's Fellowship
on Nixon to continue his efforts
was named Director of the School over a successor to the dean of
Rev. David C. Roos, minister of again this year, and Mrs. Lillian the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice to remake the court "so as to
the First Christian Church, will Graves was selected as the Hugo L. Black, 86, who retired correct the present imbalance Blood River Church Tc
which in recent years has
speak on "Church Unity" in the Assistant Director. Co-operating Friday because of ill health.
Hold Homecoming Sunday
Christian churches include First United Black, a one-time Ku Klux reflected a top-heaviness of
meeting of the
judicial
activism."
service
of
Homecoming will be held at the
Klan
member
who
in
Women's Fellowship meeting in Methodist, First Presbyterian,
Two earlier attempts by Blood River Baptist Church, The 1971 Property Tax bills
the First Christian Church St. Leo's Catholic Church, St. 34 years and 30 days on the
444 at have been mailed to all property
Tuesday, Sept. 21 at 10 a.m., John's Baptist, Immaniel high tribunal earned a reputa- Nixon to name a "strict located on Highway
owners in Calloway County by the
according to Mrs Harlan
Lutheran, St. John's Episcopal, tion as a champion of individual constructionist" Southerner to Hamlin, on Sunday, September
standing offensive player for
office of Calloway County Sheriff
By David Hill
liberty, remained in Bethesda the court went down to defeat
Hodges, president.
and First Christian Church.
MayfiM. Hitting the line for
Naval Hospital today. His in bitter controversy when the Bro. J D. West, pastor of the Clyde Steele.
Rev. Roos has made s study of
The Mayfield Cardinals out- short and long gains, he and
condition was not regarded as Senate rejected the nominl, church, will be speaking at the Officials at the office said the
this subject and his conducted
fumbled their way to a 7-6 vrin David Guthrie guided the Cards
'Fear Of Failure' Is
tions of Clement F. Haynsworth morning worship hour at eleven total amount of the bills
serious.
consultations at Vanderbilt
over visiting Murray High's to paydirt with 7:51 left in the 2nd
amounted
to
over
$1,100,000
for
The storekeeper's son from of South Carolina and G. Harold a.m. Sunday School will be at ten
University.
Ot sermon
Subject
Tiger grid squad last night.
quarter. Randy Rains sent the
rural Alabama entered the Carswell of Florida. The Senate a.m. A basket dinner will be the year.
These interested in this subject
The Cardinals lost 4 of their 5 PAT attempt through the
Persons may take advantage of
are invited to attend the meeting, "The Fear of Failure" will be hospital Aug. 28. He has then accepted Harry A. Black- spread at noon.
fumbles last night. Murray lost 2 uprights for the Bird's last score.
and all three groups of the CWF the subject of the sermon by Dr. undergone treatment for in- mun of Minnesota to replace Singinewill be held in the af- the two per cent discount allowed of their 4.
Murray took the kickoff and
Justice Abe Fortas, an appoin- ternoon including special music if the bill is paid by November 1
\
David C. Roos, minister of the flamed blood vessels.
are urged to be present.
One highlight in Murray's
to be
First Christian Church, for Black's resignation gave tee of President Lyndon B. by the Keys Quartet from Paris, of this year. The face amount of offense was Porter McCuiston. started downfield only
Hughes-Dan
David
halted
when
a
the
bill
will
have
to
be
paid
by
President
Nixon
Johnson.
September
19,
at
10:45
the
task
of
Term.
Pre-Game Chuck Wagon 'Sunday,
McCuiston turned in his best
by
A.m. His scripture will be from II making a third appointment to
The public is invited to attend. the person from November 2 to overall performance of the year Hutson pass was picked off
(Continued on Page Eight
Clinton Turner for Mayfield. The
December 31.
Corinthians 12:7-10.
Dinner Planned Soon
last night, hitting the line for Redbirds had the same trouble
A two per cent penalty will be
Dennis Taylor will be the The Week in Review
short gains and sweeping the though 'and as Joe Ford tried to
The Murray State University worship leader and Preston
added to the tax bill is paid
ends for longer yardage. Mc- complete a throw, Tyrone McWomen's Society will sponsor a Holland and Gene Landolt will
between January 1 and January
Cuiston's passing was better than Cuiston took it off the hands of his
Pre-game Chuck Wagon dinner serve as elders. Lenvel Yates,
31, 1972, and after that date a six
average, and he came through brother, Porter. The half ended
on Saturday, October 2, at five James Dale Clopton, Herbert
per cent penalty will be added.
several times on defense.
before the Tigers could get
p.m. at the Student Union Farris, John Mark Hale, Robert
The office of Sheriff Steele is
Neither team could sustain moving.
Cafeteria.
open from eight tun. to five p.m.
Hopkins, Clyde Jones, Benny
much of an offensive drive all
The second leg of the contest
Tickets are two dollars per Maddox, and Dr. William F.
from Monday through Friday of
night with fumbles and in- was more of the same, with num
person. Reservations should be Smith, Jr., are deacons for
each
week.
program
tax
approve
his
By DAVID A. WIESSLER
terceptions plaguing both teams. numerous fumbles and penalties
mailed by Saturday, September Sunday. Janet Cole will be candle United Press International fact-finding 6rip, denied they
At least 12 persons were Sermon Topic Given;
Murray took the kickoff but had on both sides. With 8:37 left in the
were Viet Cong, saying they
25, to Mrs. Ben Humphreys, lighter and Dr. and Mrs. Clegg
killed in the are around
to punt out of trouble from their game, the Tigers got on the
Route Seven, Box 320, Murray, Austin and Mr. and Mrs. Harlan The State Prison at Attica, New were religious leaders.
own 20 yard line on a fourth and scoreboard on a one-yard run by
York, had been held for more President Nixon said when Philadelphia in heavy flooding Youth Groups Meeting
Ky.
Hodges will be greeter's.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., has twenty situation. Mayfield got off McCuiston,
than four days by some 1,000 his wage-price freeze ends Nov. from storms spun off from
prisoners Monday when the 13 it will be followed by an tropical storm Heidi. Hurricane chosen the subject, "Here We two plays before Monty Cathey Cathey pulled down a Mcdecision was made to storm the economic stabilization program Edith, which had killed hun- Find Ourselves", for his sermon pounced on a loose ball for Cuiston pass on the Mayfield 20 to
correctional facility in order to which will focus on "major" dreds in the Gulf of Mexico, hit for the morning worship services Murray. This time the Tigers set up the score. McCuiston, in a
free 38 hostages.
industries. He said the program the Louisiana coast with 100 at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. at the picked up a first down before fastastic second effort, ^went
mile an hour winds. Advance First United Methodist Church on having to boot the ball from their around his right end, nearly fell
InFthe resulting battle, nine Would have "teeth" for enforceheld down the Sunday, September 19.
own 37 on fourth and 33.
to his knees, and raced dowr to
hostages and 30 inmates were ment and urged Congress to preparation
damages.
Injuries
and
The Junior High and Senior
The Redbirds got a drive going the Redbird one yard line before
aie
principal's
office
in
each
Murray State University
killed. Another hostage had
The United States proposed—High Youth Groups of the church this time and marched from their being stopped.
School has announced a tree and school. Applications may be died earlier during the four-day Sunday Sermon Topics
that the permanent seat on the will meet Sunday at 6:30 p.m. A awn 15 yard line 85 yards for the Trying for the two-point conreduced price lunch policy for submitted any time during the riot.
The Church
U.N. Security Council be given discussion on "School Busing To TD. Bubba Hughes, Chris version attempt to take over the
University School children school year.
First reports indicated the Given For
to Communist China. The move Achieve Racial Balance" will be Clopton, and Jeff Dowdy battled lead, McCuiston tried to run the
"The form itself is simple to nine hostages were killed by
unable to pay the full price.
Bro. Ftoy Beasley will be
Local School Officials have complete and requests in- inmates who slit their throats. speaking on the subject,"What Is was part of an attempt to have held with Dr. Donald Hunter of the advancing Redbirds to no ball, but couldn't make it
adopted a family size and income formation needed to determine Medical examinations, however, Undenominational Christian- both Communist China and Murray State University as the avail as the Tiger defense tried through.
the showed all had been shot. Gov. ity?",
scale to assist them in deter- economic need based on
the
at the 10:40 a.m. Nationalist China seated in the guest speaker. All members are to hold - thern back.
Mayfield dominated
urged to attend.
David Lovelace was the out- remainder of the game,eating up
income and number of persons in Nelson A. Rockefeller said service on Sunday, September 19, U.N. General Assembly.
mining eligibility.
the clock in an effort to maintain
Families falling within these the family and any unusual Thursday they apparently were at the Seventh and Poplar Church
their lead. Time ran out just as
scales or those suffering from circumstances or hardships shot in a police crossfire, which of Christ.
The scripture from I Corinthe Birds were threatening to
unusual circumstances or hard- which affect the family's ability was obscured by tear gas
thians 1:10-15 will be read by
score again.
ships are urged to apply for free to pay for school lunches," a thrown into the prison.
Next week, the Bengals are
or reduced price lunches for their spokesman said. "The in- The inmates had taken over Forest Boyd. Prayers will be held
home again as they play host to
children. They may do so by formation provided on the ap- most of the prison Sept. 9. They by Josiah Darnall and Gerald
Fulton.
filling in the application forms plication will be confidential and had met through the weekend Moore.
sent home in a letter to parents. will be used only for the purpose with a citizens observer com- The six p.m. sermon tope will
mittee in order to iron out a be "Conversion of Saul" with the
Murray Christian
Additional copies are avilable at of determining eligibility."
Under the provisions of the compromise. Of the inmates' 30 scripture from Acts 9e1-20 being
policy, the Director of Murray
read by Paul Kelley Gene Mr.Church Gives Sermon
WV,
State University School will scriticized by some for not Dougal and Lance Fisk will lead
The Murray Christian Church
review applications and deter- prolonging negotiations, but he the prayers.
will be meeting Sunday, Sepmine eligibility. If a parent is received a great deal of
Ronnie McNutt will makc the
ternber 19, at 1508 Chestnut St. at
dissatisfied with the ruling of the support, too, including from announcements and Josiah
9:30 a.m, for the Bible School
Kentucky: Partly cloudy local official he may make a President Nixon.
Rockefeller Darnall will lead the song gerClasses. The worship service will
today, increasing cloudiness request either orally or in writing ordered an investigation of the vice.
follow at 10:45 a.m.
tonight and mostly cloudy Sun for a hearing to appeal the entire episode.
The furniture committee of the
Bro. Dean Ross will be bringing
day. Occasional light rain ex- •ecision. The President of On the other side of the church has asked persons having
the morning message on the
treme east today and over the Murray State University has world, one of the most powerful used furniture they
do not use or
Subject: "He ain't heavy he's my
west half late tonight or Sunday. been designated as the Hearing 'leaders of the 20th
century, want to call the church office and
my brother " The Scripture
Highs today and Sunday upper Official. Hearing procedures are former Russian PI einier
Nikita someone will pick up and repair
lesson is I,uke 10:25-37. Everyone
60s and 70s. Lows tonight upper outlined in the policy.
S. Khrushchev, was buried. It the furniture so it can be given to,
is invited to attend the services.
50s and low 60s.
The policy provides that was a
simple
ceremony, those whose homeshave burned
Miss Sandy Wood will be
there will be no identification of unmarked by the fanfare given or are in ne.a44 furniture.
providing special music for the
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
or discrimination against any to Soviet heroes.
worship hour. She is from Tifton,
Chance of showers spreading student unable to pay the full cost A Saigon
church where Sen.
L.
Georgia and is a student at
over the state Wednesday, and a of a lunch.
George McGovern, 0.S.D., was
HAVE
SURGERY
TO
Murray State University.
warming trend Wednesday. A complete copy of the policy is
holding a meeting was fire-, Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr., will leave
Highs in the 64ki to low 70s on file at University School and in
crossed
certain
he
Rag
Is
make
looking
for
the
TOUCHDOWN!!—Porter McCuiston (with ball) is
bombed. The Saigon police Sunday to enter St Thomas
Monday, rising to mid and upper the office of the President of
Now You Know
chief said it was bombed Hospital in Nashville, Tenn He is the goal line on this play in the fourth quarter of last night Murray-Mayfield football game at
70s by Wednesday. Lows in the Murray State University where
'Walnut
kernels have as much
the
game
only
six
points
of
Murray's
first
and
line
and
registered
McCuiston
did
cross
the
Mayfield.
surgcrl,
on
Ibecause McGovern was unwit- scheduled to have
40s and 50s Monday, rising to the it may be reviewed by
fat content as an equal weight
as the play.
any inly meeting with Viet Cong. Tuesday.
low 60a Wednesday.
aff Photo By Gene McCutcheon of bacon.
terested patron.
cGovern, in Vietnam on a

By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Just
before the showdown vote on
the draft, a weary Sen. John
Stennis, D-Miss., told the
Senate he hoped Democratic
Leader Mike Manafield would
offer his end-the-war amendment to another bill later on in
the year.
Then he looked up from his
lectern, with a faint grin, and
whispered to a nearby colleague:
"I hope It's not a bill that I'm
managing."
Pleading, wringing his hands
and offering his colleagues the
heaven and stars for their
support, Stennis whipped the
military draft bill to the brink
of final passage Friday, breaking a deadlock that has left the
nation without draft calls for
three months.
Mansfield and other war
critics, in a last-ditch stand,
had tried to table the bill to
attach a legislated deadline of
April 1 for total U.S. withdrawal from ,Vietnam. But the
tabling motion failed, 47 to 36.
The measure still must
survive a desperation filibuster
by anti-draft forces, but nearly
everyone agreed the bill would

De on President Nixon's desk by
the end of the month —perhaps
as early as next week.
Stennis said it was one of the
most difficult bills he has ever
managed.
Trying to appease dozens of
different factions who had an
interest in the bill, Stennis —in
a search for votes —argued for
a volunteer Army even though
he feels it would saddle the
Armed Forces with the dregs of
society, and plumped for the
biggest pay raise in military
history even though he has
warned that military personnel
costs are rising to a dangerous
level.
At the end, he stood with
palms outstretched and pleaded
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SATURDAY---SEPTEMBER 11t. 1971

Today
Ten Years Ago
TOMS PIK/
-)eaths reported are Dewey C. Jones, age 63, and James F.
Pete) Parker. age al.
John H. Hornbuckle. Jr.. gunner's mate second class USN, is
serving at San Juan Island, Wash.
The Murray State College Racers beat East Tennessee by the
scored 14 to 9in a football game at Johnson City,Tenn.
Miss Ramona Tooke and Ray Roberts were married September
2 at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.

4
P4
.14I
GfPg°6
Nigg'11.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

A total of 1760 students are now enrolled in the Calloway County
Schools, according to Supt. Boron Jeffrey.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported this week are James Horace Churchill, age 81.
70,
Leo Vincent Haag, age 55, Mrs. Martha Ann Mohundro, age
and J. N. Humphreys,father of Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale.
C. E. Hale, local agent for the Shell Oil Company. announced
being
today that the company had leased the lot and station
erected at 6th snd Main Streets for a modern equipped service
station.
Officials of the Stokes-Smith Motor Company, local Ford
dealer, will attend the preview of the new Ford line in Louisville.
September 22 and 23,according to Edwin Stokes of the firm.
The Murray Training School opened this week under the
direction of Carmon M Graham, principal, with an enrollment of
320. The school has fifty practice teachers. A B Austin was the
speaker on opening day.
Miss Dortha Mae Broach and C. W. Jones were married on
August 31 at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Broach.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
G.from the presence of a foolish man, when thou pereelvest not
him dee lips of knowledge.--Preverbs 14:7.
Evil companions corrupt good men. If it appears that wayward
souls are set in thier sins they should be shunned like poison.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The economists are having an exciting time
condemning, analyzing, advising and making
money,and it seems to be a fact that they never join
in on a solution that will work. The only thing they
can agree on is that our country does indeed have an
economy.
"Economists are blockheads who apply plasters to
the running sores of the body politic."
—Napoleon Bonaparte

)616
CAPITAL IDEAS

Free speech advocate
shocks Sen. Gurney
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Capiey News Service
WASHINGTON — "If (a
professor) preaches the
overthrow of the government in
a classroom, and then people
do try to overthrow the
government, do you think
that his conduct is perfectly all
right"
"Unqualifiedly, yes;
unqualifiedly, yes."
Once in a while an issue is
clearly articulated in the
course of a congressional
hearing.
It happened when Melvin L
Wulf, legal director of the
American Civil Liberties
Union, and Sen. Edward
Gurney, R-Fla., recently
debated unlimited freedom of
speech vs. qualified government restraint.
Here is part of their exchange in a hearing of the
subSecurity
Internal
committee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee:
Gurney . "Suppose you had a
professor in a law school who
advocated murder as a
legitimate means of population
control. Do you think, under the
First Amendment, this would
be permissible"
Wulf • -Oh, yes: no question
about it, senator One can sit
around and advocate murder
or kidnaping, or advocate any

Hospital Report

criminal act at all, and people
do it all of the time. But one
ought not be sent to prison fcr
that. One ought to be sent to
prison for murder, kidnaping
or what have you only at some
stage where there is a concrete,
formed plan to carry out the
illegal act, but to teach the
necessity or desirability of
either murder on one hand or
forceful overthrow of the
government on the other, or
anything at all, or walking on
the grass, ought to be constitutionally protected if the
First Amendment is realli to
have feeth in it."
Gurney • -'Let us say we have
this professor openly advocating murder Then let us
assume that people whom he
instructed do murder because
of his teaching."
Wulf: "I think Justice
t Oliver W. Holmes once said,
senator, that every idea is an
incitement; and that is a nice
phrase, because we can get
ideas to do either criminal
things or do lawful things from
reading books or from listening
to our teachers or from going to
the movies or watching
television or what have you.
But the person who puts out
that material ought not to be
held responsible for what the
consequences are.
Gurney: ..I just wanted to
find out your position and tth.
American Civil Liberties
Union's position."
Wulf - That is our position
senator.Gurney -And that is. as I

-September 15, 1971
ADULTS
NURSERY

106
7

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Rickman (Mri.
Mary Louise Rickman Rt. 7.
Murray, Baby Boy thsiettall
(Mrs. Margaret Nell Underhill ),
Rt. 3, Cadiz, Baby Boy Rounds
(Mrs. Linda Lee Rids,, 1507
Oak St., Benton, Baby Boy Davis
I Mrs. Brenda Davis 211 S 11th
St., Murray
DISMISSALS

"RED TAPE"'PROTEST -- A disabled South Vietnamese
veteran sits down in a Saigon street after discarding his.
artificial limb to protest government aid promised but
delayed by -red tape". Son* 30 of them participated in
the protest in front of the Veterans Ministry.
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Gerald McCord,son of Mr.and Mrs. J. A. McCord, has entered
pre-medical school at the University. of Louisville on a Ford
Foundation scholarship.
The Del-Rose Ice Cream Company, John Trotter and John Ed
Scott, managers. has sold out to the Beatrice Foods Company of
Chicago. Ill
Miss Sue Holland has returned to St. Anne, Ill., where she
teaches in the high school there.She has spent the past two weeks
with her parents. Mr.and Mrs M. B. Holland.

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 18, 1971
The Almanac
By United Press Imeraatioaal
Today is Saturday, Sept. 18,
the 261st day of 1971.
The moon is approaching its
new phase.
ew phaae.
morning
The
stars
are
LIKUTtVit vics MESIOINT
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are Venus,
Southern States Industrial Council
Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of.ilearU. S. DEFENSES IMPERILED
British poet tamuel Johnson,
writer of the first English
(
r
bat:
. nary, was born Sept. 18,

Mrs. Nettie Mane Clark, Box
V. Hazel, Mrs Clarice Grogan
McDaniel, Rt. 3, Murray. Mrs
Willoderie Sills, Rt. 7. Murray.
Miss Frankie L. Tucker. 304
aark Hall MSU, Murray, Robert
Perry Hornsby, 013 Olive St.,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille Nettie
Fitzhugh, Rt 1, Dover. Tenn.,
Eimer Franklin Sholar, Rt. 1,
IIIIIsray, Mrs. Joyce Carol Tynes
and Baby Girt, Ftt. 1. Benton,
Mrs. Eunice Frances Grubbs. Rt. HEARTS ARE SINGING —
S. Murray. Mrs Leona Duncan, Virgil Roberts. 39, of Port504 Pine , Murray. Mrs. Lacy land, Ore., visits TV . star
Mae Colson, Rt.2, Murray, Mrs., Rae Dean Gerkowski. al-,
Carrye Vehna Hughes, 311 S. 39. of Flint, Mich., after si •
13th, Murray, Arlie Key Beach, received a triple he;, • '
RI 1, Kirtsey, Ralph L. Bomar, valve replacement in' P/,.•
RI 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs Ora Lee land He had the same o.
Jackman.. 417 N. Cherry, Murray, _eery •nearly 10 years • a o
Mrs Ruben. Maggie Delves, 1000 and now works every day
onset Dr . Murray
as a draftsman

understand in this example, a
professor who teaches murder
and the students do go out and
commit murder because of his
teachings. As far as the
American (Soil Liberties Union
is concerned, there is nothing
wrong with that"
Wulf: "You give roe a bare
bone hypothetical. If I. . ."
Gurney: "In this example,
this is your position, is it not?"
Wulf: "If I may just supIf his
plement it a little bit .
teaching is going so far as to
actually incite, directly incite,
his students to go out of the
classroom and commit a
murder in the hall, it might
very well be that he would be
liable to criminal prosecution.
But that is not what I am
talking about..."
Gurney: "Using the same
analogy, I want to ask you if
the
somebody
preaches
overthrow of the government in
a classroom, and then people
do try to overthrow the
government, do you think that
is, and does also the American
Civil Liberties Union think that
the law could not reach the
professor? That his conduct is
perfectly all right?"
Wulf: "Unqualifiedly, yes;
unqualifiedly. yes."
NICCKLAUS TOPS
NEW YORK (UPI)—Jack
Nicklaus has won a total of
$207,080 during tournaments
which included the Southern
Open to be the leading money
winner on the Professional
Golfers' Association of America
tournament players division
tour.
Following Nicklaus are Lee
Trevino at $197.219, Arnold
at $194,947, Gary
Palmer
Player a $120,916, Miller Barber
at $111,477, George Archer at
$111,030, Bruce Crampton at
$106,7343, Jerry Heard at
$106,329, Tom Welakopf at
4104,825 and Gene Littler at
SW-7.
Now You Know
By United Press International
Cartoonist Charles Schulz
earned $90 the first month his
comic strip. "Peanuts" was
syndicated, $500 the second
month and $1,000 the third
month In 1966 it is estimated
he earned $300,000 a year from
the daily strip, plus income
from books, toys, sweatshirts,
and occasional televsion shows.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—One of the most important
developments in the Congress this year— and one
almost completely ignored by the Washington press
corps—was a collective effort Aug. 4 by 86 members of the House of Representatives to warn the
nation of the deterioration of America's defenses.
Speaker after speaker, members of both parties,
rose in the House to state the ominous facts; the
United States is falling behind the Soviet Union in all
major types of armament, and, therefore,
America's security is in jeopardy.
Tragically, this extraordinary congressional
warning didn't make the headlines. William J. Gill,
president of News Perspective International,
reports: "Not one national television show featured
this story; not a line of it appeared in the New York
Times or the Washington Post,..As one disgusted
House member from lllinois put it, 'If Rep. Bella
Adzug had dropped her bra on the Capitol steps it
would have hit every screen and every front page in
the country. But we blanked completely on
something like this'."
It is shocking that attention isn't paid to the
biggest news story of our time—America's virtual
disarmament in the face of the growing military
might of the Soviet Union. U. S. Rep. Floyd Spence
(R-SC) who took the initiative in setting up the
special presentation, summed up the situation with
great accuracy, saying:
"We, along with many of our colleagues, have
witnessed with alarm the steady growth of Soviet
military power, while at the same time our
preparedness has been neglected.
"This trend has developed to the extent that we
are presently in serious danger of becoming a
second-rate military power. For example, the
balance of sea power in the world today is, at best,
only precariously tipped in favor of the United
States. In fact, there are indications that in a nonnuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union at sea,
the U.S. Navy may come out second best."
Rep. Samuel Stratton (D-NY) added a warning
that "for the past year or more we have been beset
by a mounting anti-military movement, not only in
portions of the country and in the public press but
here in Congress as well, with special emphasis in
the Senate but to a growing extent also in the
House,. We are in real danger of having started a
process that has already cut our forces below what
is adequate to meet our defense needs, and may
even have already tipped the balance of world
military power against ourselves."
U. S. Rep. Benjamin Blackburn (R-Ga) added a
warning about the Strategic Arms Limitations talks
with the Russians. He cited the "lamentable decline
and fading of our superiority in strategic
weaponry," noting that the "current SALT talkfs
may lead to dangerous technological and political
imbalances which may leave us without the means
to defend ourselves against Soviet attack."
Congressman Philip Crane (R-Ill), who took part
in the colloquy, observed that America's leaders no
longer tell us that our country is the world's most
powerful. It isn't, of course. The U. S. has 1,054
intercontinental ballistic missiles. The Soviet Union
has 1,500 ICBM's.
Rep. Crane commented: "It is as if Americans'
awakened one morning to find that all of their
confident assumptions about their country were no
longer true, as if they discovered that not only could
their country not fulfill its commitments to others,
but could not even defend itself."
It is hoped that the U. S. public will heed these
warnings. Happily, the special order arranged by
Congressman Spence and his associates indicates a
bipartisan rally in support of stronger defenses. But
presidential leadership is needed if the anti-defense
lobby is to be overcome. This presidential leadership has been lacking the last 212 years.
President Nixon undoubtedly erred early in his
term when he accepted the strategic doctrine of
nuclear "sufficiency" proposed by his chief foreign
policy advisor, Dr. Henry Kissinger. In the years
after World War II, the U. S. sought military
supremacy. This supremacy deterred Soviet
nuclear aggression. Now,our supremacy in arms is
gone. The USSR is moving ahead in every type of
weapons system. The Kissinger doctrine of "sufficiency" is proving to be our undoing more and
more, it is clear that Mr. Nixon has received bad
advice from Dr. Kissinger--advice dangerous to the
American people, It is imperative that Mr. Nixon
dispense with Dr Kissinger and start listening to
concerned members of Congress and to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, the real experts who are the
President's authentic military advisers according to
the law of the land.

FEMINISTS' FURY
NEW YORK (UPI 1—Sixteen
feminists broke up a hearing on
legalizing prostitution for New
York City Tuesday when each
that
teaaity
to
demanded
prostitution was the product of
a male-dominated society and
its innocent
were
women
victims.
feminists
the
of
Three
followed two state assemblymen who had conducted the
In the meantime. the 'American people can be
hearing into a nearby restau- thankful
that there is a substantial number of
rant and discussed the matter
congressmen
who take seriously their
responlunch.
over
further
sibility
to
alert
the
nation
regarding
the
deteriorated
their)
picked
up
women
The
condition of the country's defenses.
own tails

On this day in history:
In 1850 Congress passed the
Fugitive Slave Act, allowing a
slaveowner with a certificate to
reclaim any slave who escaped
into another state.
In 1851 The New York Times
was published for the first
time.
In
1961
U.N. Secretary
General Dag Hammarskjold
was killed when his plane
a-ashed in northern Rhodesia.
In 1966 Valerie Percy, 21,
daughter of Illinois Republican
leader (now senator) Charles
Percy, was found stabbed to
death in the Percy home north
of Chicago. Her killer has not
been found.
A thought for today: American poet Walt Whitman said,
"Once fully enslaved, no nation,
state, city of this earth ever
afterward resumes its liberty."

Wall Street
Chatter

INEIMMIL

NEW YORK (UPI) —Indicator Digest says most of its
indicators are sluggish despite
an 80-point rise in the Dow
Jones Industrial Average and
the firm urges caution. The
firm urged investors to carefully watch next week's release of
the New York Stock Exchange
short interest and mutual fund
redemptions reports.
"An already struggling market would be seriously affected
by the report of a sharp drop in
the short interest due to
emotional covering after the
President's Aug. 15 speech
coupled with another report of
continued heavy mutual fund
net redemptions," the firm
said.
Economic and corporate
earnings trends continue to
point to higher stock prices
later this year and next, says
the Value Line Selection ft
Opinion.
Abraham 81 Company's Trend
& Value believes the Dow Jones
industrial average's 330-point
advance from May 1970 to April
1971 was the firmest major
uptrend in a continuing bull
market that should eventually
carry' the average closer to and
quite probably beyond the 1000
mark.
The firm believes the downward trend was to be expected
from April's highs. It further
believes President Nixon's new
economic program wrote a
finish to the intermediate
downtrend and should result in
higher stock prices over the
long term.
LARGE INFANT
LOS ANGELES UPI)—The
baby, according to its birth
announcement, was "beautiful,
with dark leathery skin, fringes
of hair on her ears and two
small bumps on her nose."
The Los Angeles Zoo said
Thursday the 74-pound female
African black rhinoceros was
born at the facility.
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Local sailors are making
evidenced by these two salt

Fish, Wildlife ;
Unity Among

, While pro and anti-hunti
conservation groups argue abt
the best way to protect c
nation's wildlife, the re
enemies of wildlife are escapi
lunnoticed, warns Dan Saul
• chief of information a
education for the U. S. Fish a
Wildlife Service.
"The danger today is that tht
two groups will get so emotioi
arguing for or against hunti
that they'll not unite against
real threats to wildlif
,POLLUTION an4 HABIL
DESTRUCTION," Mr. Sau
said.
"Whether a person chooses
hunt wild animals or not is
matter of personal choice,"
said. "But this difference shot
not keep two groups frc
working together for cc
servation."
In addition, Mr. Saults point
out that much of the sentime
against) hunting is based
misinformation. "Legal hunti
is not a threat to any species
this country," he said. "Indee
the hunters and fishermen of t
U. S., through money frc
license sales, special taxes
sporting goods and individt
contributions, pay most of t
funds spent on wildlife and
habitat."
While hunting endangers
species,
pollution
threatening scores, Mr. Sau
pointed out. Over 40 species
birds are threatened by sh,
thinning caused by DDE, a DI
metabolite. The eggs are so if
shelled they can be easily brok
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Many sailors will give up this popular pastilme when cola weather sets in but
several of the more hardy will continue sailing throughout the winter.
t Photo by Wilson Woolley.1

Local sailors are making the moat of the last few days of warm weather as
evidenced by these two sailboats on Kentucky Lake near Kenlake State Park.

BOSTETs Are
Dedicated To
Boat Safety

Fish, Wildlife Service Urges
Unity Among Conservationists
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DRAWING OCTOBER 2
Sportsmen interested in obtaining a waterfowl blind site in
the controlled hunting area of the
Kentucky portion of Lake
Barkley are urged to attend the
official drawing on Saturday,
October 2 at I p.m. at the Golden
Pond office in Land Between the
Lakes. The drawing, to be held in
the old post office building, will
be conducted by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
The controlled area, which will
have approximately 50 blind
sites, will be that portion of Lake
Barkley from the Henry R.
Lawrence Bridge on U. S. Highway 68 north to Mammoth
Furnace Bay, excluding the
refuge area. The sites will be
located along the mud flats west
of the main channel near the
Land Between the Lakes
shoreline. The refuge area from
river mile 50.9 (Hayes landing
light) to 57.2 from the main
channel west will be closed to all
hunting during the water-fowl
season.
Only one draw per person will
ES
be permitted, and each hunter
Game License Violations Surprisingly High
must have a Kentucky hunting
license and Federal migratory
FRANKFORT, Ky.--Laws and regulations
waterfowl stamp to participate in governing the fish and wildlife field were designed to
the drawing.
protect and perpetuate fish and wildlife resources of
All stationary blinds must be
the
state while at the same time allowing the hunter
registered. Those who do not
obtain sites in the controlled area and the fisherman, the photographer and the viewer
can register for blind sites in the pleasures of their favorite pursuits.
other portions of Lake Barkley on
Not one law, so far as we can determine, was
the day or the drawing or later. made for the persecution of an individual or groups
of individuals. Rather they all were enacted so that
DEADLINE FOR DEER HUNT
animals and birds might be protected and along with,
APPLICATION SEPT. 21
them their counterpart, the species home sapiens,
All applications for the quota
many
of which like to hunt and fish, and enjoy the
gun hunt for deer in Land Between the Lakes must be in the great out-of-doors in its entirety.
Most hunters and fishermen, we believe, feel
Golden Pond headquarters by
noon, September 21 Hunters who pretty much the same way about those trusted with
apply for the hunt will be notified making the rules and regulations governing wildlife.
of the results after October 15.
That's why it is so difficult to understand why such a
The 3-day Kentucky hunt will be
held November 20, December 1, great number of persons are arrested each year for
and December 4, and the 2-day hunting or fishing without a license or with an impTennessee hunt will be held on
proper license.
November 12 and 13. Hunters
For instance a surprising statistic was revealed in
selected in the Kentucky hunt will
the
July monthly report of the Law Enforcement
be eligible to hunt one day only.
Each hunter selected in the Division of the Department of Fish and Wildlife
drawing will be assigned a Resources.During that 3I-day period a total of 592
specific day and compartment to
persons were arrested. Of that number 404 were
hunt.
arrested on license charges -- without licenses or
with improper ones.
HORSEMANSHIP
To us it is almost inconceivable that so many
DEMONSTRATION
persons
would risk being arrested. To prevent such a
AT EMPIRE FARM
Horseshoeing, grooming, and charge being filed against them a mere $5 would
styles of riding will be among the guarantee that they could fish or hunt for a full year
topics discussed at a special
without the embarrassment of an arrest or citation.
horsemanship demonstration to
The July report prompted a check of the types of
be held at Empire Farm in Land
Between the Lakes on Sunday, violations for the six-month period beginning
September 26. The demon- December 1970. This report also was most surstration, sponsored by the Trigg prising.
County 4-H Young Horsemen
It showed that about 67 per cent of the persons
under the leadership of Frank
arrested in that period were cited on license
Boren, will be held from 1:30 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. The young horsemen charges. The exact figures revealed that 3752 had
will also demonstrate the riding been arrested ,on all counts, and that 2500 of that
techniques used in barrel racing, number had been arrested for license irregularities.
flag racing, and pick-up racing.
During April the greatest number of arrests were
Empire Farm, located in the made, with 1339 being
cited into the courts. Of that
Conservation Education Center
number,
978
were
cited
on license charges.
five miles east of The Trace on
A person who hunts or fishes without license or
Mulberry Flat Road, is a "see
and touch" facility where uses improper licenses is not only laying himself
children of all ages can learn open for a fine, but is also not paying his fair share of
about the role of the farm in our the cost of protecting and perpetuating the game
society. During the fall and
and fish supply of the state. Money from the sale of
winter months Empire Farm will
be open from 9 a.m to 5 p.m. hunting and fishing licenses is funneled back into the
Wednesday through Sunday and game programs and the persons who take protected
will be closed on Monday and game without paying their share of the cost are
Tuesday.
renigging on their neighbors.
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HAM AND TURKEY SHOOTS

Ham and Turkey Shoots have been planned by several
organizations in the County during this month and next month.
They are as follows:
While pro and anti-hunting when the parent birds sit on them
Sunday, September 19, at one p.m. at the Jackson Purchase
conservation groups argue about or step on them. Pelicans, the The U. S. Creed Guard Boating
the best way to protect our bald eagle, 13 species of hawks Safety Detachments ( BOSDETs) Gun Club.
Saturday, September 25, at nine a.m. by the Almo School
nation's wildlife, the real and even the mallard duck are are three-man teams, dedicated
Parent-Teacher
Association.
wildlife
are
escaping
seriously
affected.
enemies of
to the promotion of boating safety
Saturday, October 2, from nine a.m. to five p.m. by the Kirksey
tunnoticed, warns Dan Saults, Twenty states have closed through education and enParent-Teacher Association at the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
- chief of information and rivers and lakes to fishing forecement
of
federal
education for the U. S. Fish and because of mercury levels in fish. regulations. They patrol several In case of rain will be held on Saturday, October 9.
Saturday,October 16,from nine a.m. to five p.m. by the Kirksey
Mercury has also turned up in navigable bodies of water in this
Wildlife Service.
Ball Club at the Calloway County fairgrounds. In case of rain will
"The danger today is that these waterfowl.
area, and continue to find many be held on
Saturday, October 23.
two groups will get so emotional
discrepancies Theolving ski-belts.
Shells will be available at all the shoots and refreshments will
arguing for or against hunting Our estuaries, the cradles of A spokesman said, "Many
be sold.
that they'll not unite against the the sea, each day give ground to boaters in this area
have
real threats to wildlife- the onslaught of the dredge and equipped their craft
with ski2POLLUTION ang HABITAT the bulldozer. Chemical wastes, belts for use as life saving skiers, has an approved type
DESTRUCTION," Mr. Saults detergents, heavy metals, oil, devices. These devices, however, personal flotation device, not for
sewage, and exhausts pour into
said.
do not conform to federal fear of the COO fine involved,
— Edward H. Nabb of
"Whether a person chooses to our air and waters daily. Each requirements which
insist on rather because they save lives." Cambridge, Md., well-known
hunt wild animals or not is a year brings the discovery of new Coast Guard approval.
The spokesman recalled an
"Such
official and a
accident involving the use of ski- powerboat racing
matter of personal choice," he pollutants, and new facts con- devices", he added, "allow
an
Racing
Marine
the
member
of
cerning
old
ones.
It
will require
said. "But this difference should
belts, "Upon capsizing, a man
unconscious or
exhausted
Hall of Fame, has been elected
not keep two groups from the cooperative efforts of all the swimmer's head to
wearing a ski-belt was thrown
submerge,
president of the Union of
working together for con- conservation-interested to stem and there is no
into the water. By the time help International
Motorboating
guarantee that
the
flow
of
this
poison.
servation."
these devices are made ac- arrived, the man had drowned. Offshore Commission. The
In addition, Mr. Saults pointed
cording to any tested safety And, although he hadn't sunk out UIM, headquartered in Ghent,
of sight, he was submerged. An Belgium, sanctions powerboat
out that much of the sentiment "This is not the time for those standards."
againsh hunting is based on who love wild things to attack
The only personal flotation approved device may very well races on the international
misinformation. "Legal hunting each other, but to join together in devices which comply
have saved his life.
circuit. Nabb is the first
with the
"Many
deaths can be
the
is not a threat to any species in putting together bold new present
head
to
American
federal
safety
this country," he said. "Indeed, programs to defeat the real regulations are: life preservers, prevented if each non-swimmer Commission, which has memthe hunters and fishermen of the enemies of wildlife," Mr. Saults buoyant vests, special purpose would wear his personal flotation bers from eight nations.
U. S., through money from said, "Lest we forget, if wildlife buoyant safety devices,
device whenever he is near the
ring
*** * *
license sales, special taxes on is in trouble, so are people."
buoys and buoyant cushions. water. And, everyone, including
sporting goods and individual
— We take this occasion to
Each device must be readily the expert swimmer, should don
contributions, pay most of the
accessible and in good condition, his device when adverse con- extend Congratulations to E. T.
and
its
funds spent on wildlife
Bales, sports editor of the
NOTICE TO DEER HUN- and each must bear the Coast ditions are present."
on Chattanooga
habitat."
For more information
(Tenn.)
approval stamp—your
TERS: Sportsmen interested in Guard
While hunting endangers no the quota gun hunts in either the insurance that the manufacturer safety afloat and the federal News-Free Press who recently
species,
pollution
is Kentucky or Tennessee portions has followed rigid safety
reqMrements for boats, completed 50 years as a sports
stan- safety
threatening scores, Mr. Saults of Land Between the Lakes are dards.
contact:
INiAR
'.\,-cir
writer for that paper. His avid
GE, U. S. interest in boating has made
OFFICER
pointed out. Over 40 species of permitted to file only one (1 )
'More than 1,300 drownings
birds are threatened by shell application per hunter. Those resulted from boating accidents COAST GUARE$,N BOATING him a nationwide authority on
thinning caused by DDE, a DDT filing dual applications will 15( in 1970,' the spokesman said. "A SAFETY DETACHMENT, P. 0. the subject and he has done
AVONDALE more than any other man to
1400,
metabolite. The eggs are so thin disqualified.
boater should assure that each BOX.
BROADWAY, promote the sport in his native
shelled they can be easily broken
person on board, including water STATION, 1501
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42001 Tennessee.
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Mayfield Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
New Concord Club

Kinman-Smith VOWS To Be Read
Saturday, September 18
A dance party for seventh and
eighth grades at the Oaks Club
will be held from 7:30 to ten p.m.
at the club. Each member can
invite two guests and the charge
is 75 cents per person. Mrs.
Charles Hornra is party chairman.

eatt-A1111..
Pete and Mary and

Leadership Conference will be
held at the First Baptist Church,
Murray, from ten a.m. to 2:30

The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Allen Rose at 7:30 p.m.

The home of Mrs. I.
B.
Mayfield was the scene of the
meeting of the New Concord
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, September 8, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.
Miss
Erin
Montgomery
presented the main lesson on the
subject of "Pollution".
Mrs. Julius Sharpe recited ',n.
of her poems.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. W. T. Kingins who read
from Matthew 6:34 and read the
thought for the month,"Do not be
over anxious about tomorrow for
tomorrow will bring its own
cares. Knowledge is a treasure
but practice is a key to it.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
president, presided and Mrs. T.
R.
Edwards,
secretarytreasurer, gave her reports. A
donation to the Red Cross was
made to help fill the ditty bags for
soldiers.
The hostess, Mrs. Mayfield,
assisted by Mrs. Helen Michelle,
served refreshments to the nine
members and five visitors who
Miss Glenna Kinman
were Mrs. Julius Sharpe, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs.. Hairre Kintrvei of Williamstown announce the Nell Neubauer, Mrs. Barletta
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Wrather, Stirs. James Matthai ,
Glenna, to Larry G. Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith of and Mrs. Helen Michelle, the
latter two becoming new
Kirksey.
The groom-elect is a member of the Kentucky State Highway members.
The next meeting will be held
Patrol, stationed at Covington.
The wedding will take place on Friday, October 15, at eight on Wednesday,October 13, at one
o'clock in the evening at the Oakland Avenue Baptist Church, p.m. at the home of Mrs. Louise
Patterson.
Covington. All friends and relatives are invited.

The Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
members will have roadblocks at
12th and Sycamore and at Five
Women's
Christian
The
Points from ten a.m. to three Fellowship of the First Christian
p.m. collecting for the arthritis
Church will meet in the church
By Abigail Van Buren
drive.
Library at en a.m. with Rev.
David C Roos as speaker.
The Murray-Calloway County
DEAR ABBY - I've been going with a guy I'll call Ted for
Mrs. Bethel Richardson
over two years. We plan to get married—maybe next year.
Shrine Club members, wives, and
We go with another couple I'll call Pete and Mary I used
guests, will have a
dinner
Wednesday, September 22
to have a big crush on Pete, but I thought I was all over it
'meeting at the Southside
The ladies day luncheon will be
until Mary left town. Ted was also gone. Pete came over,
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
served at noon at the Calloway
and we sure dug each other. Things got out of hand and we
County Country Club. Hostesses
made another date.
Decoupage workshops will be will be Mesdames Chuck SbufI still love Ted, but I've got a physical attraction for
held in Room 252 of the Fine Ails tett, Z.C. Enix, Ken Stevens, Jo
Pete. who says be loves Mary but doesn't want to quit seeing
,Mrs. Bethel Richardson, Building,
Murray
State Crass, Gary Marquardt, MarMe
president of the Murray Woman's University, from nine am. to shall Garland, Robert Williams,
I don't love Pete; I just want to see how it is with other
Club, was the speaker at the noon and one to four p.m.
Richard Zanetta, and James R.
guys. Now I'm so mixed up I don't know what to do. If Ted meeting of the Theta Department/
Allbritten. Bridge sessions for
and I keep going around with Pete and Mary, I am afraid
of the club held on Monday, Ballgames and a Country the fall season will begin at nine
my guilty conscience will give me away And if I try to *well September 13, at seven-thirty Musical will be held at the Dexter
am. with Mesdames Tommy
them, Ted will get suspicious.
o'clock in the evening at the club Ball park, sponsored by Dexter Taylor, Dwain Taylor, and John
I am so sorry I let this happen, but I really don't want to house.
Homemakers Club. Ball games Farrell as hostesses.
SAD BUT GLAD
end it Please help me.
"Know Your Woman's Club" will start at ten a.m. and the
DEAR SAD: You're lucky. You have proven to yourself was the theme of her discussion, music show at eight p.m.
The executive board of the
that yea areiet ready to confine yourself to ewe fellow. You She gave a brief history of the Proceeds will go to the Crippled
Telethon.
Kirksey School PTA will meet at
have a lei of growing up to do. Quit sneaking around with club that was organized in Children's
Murray in 1907. The present
the home of Mrs. Elvin Crouse at
Peet and tell Ted you'd like to date others.
September 1.9
limestone club house was built on
one p.m.
by the
DEAR ABBY: My husband never liked my first name so land donated to the club
discussed a The Wranglers Riding Club will
when we started dating he'd call me "Sweet Stuff " After we Barnett family. She
many
community ride starting at two p.m. Memof
the
ew
Thursday, September 23
10
were married he started calling me "Mamma." Now.
the club through the bees note change in date. Regular
projects
of
The Murray Sub District
years later. he doesn't call me anything.
games and classes will be held. United MYF will meet at the
year.
When we are eat In eamploy he riders to me es "Her"
and yearbooks of
Scrapbooks
Brooks Chapel. Church at 6:30
—slys,
and "She." When be wants ta get my attention -U
the club through the years which Homecoming will be held at p.m
"Hey, you." If I say, "Who?"—he says, "You!"
are now on file in the Calloway Spring Creek Baptist Church. All
Our friends have begun to notice it, and this bothers me.
Public Library were displayed by persons interested
the upkeep
Even a dog has a name. Any suggestions?
Mrs. Ge
George
rwirgth
e eHmin
olland
utes,op
cseilnled
ed
Richardson.
Mrs.
The Zeta Department of the
ot the maistery Ire urged to
"HEY, YOU" IN BIRMINGHAM
her home for the meeting of the
Mrs. A.L. Hough, vice- attend.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. held on
DEAR "HEY:" If you've pae from -Sweet Staff" to chairman and program chairThursday, September 9,
Hostesses are Mesdames H.J. at ten-thirty
"Hey, Yea" is t• years, your mock tuts slipped to a pre- man, introduced Mrs. Richardo'clock in the
The Kirksey United Methodist
the
discussed
also
She
son.
Elsie
W.
would
Forrest,
bothered,
and
Gaylord
you're
Bryan,
know
that
carious bow. Let kiln
morning.
will have its monthly breakhien
year
throughout
the
programs
James
Kivett, J.J. Roach, and
Ike a tittle consideration. And tell him If be doesn't like year
The lesson on "Time Saving
am.
including the open meeting for fait at the church at seven
Rudy Allbritten.
real same, to go back to "Sweet Staff."
Sewing Gadgets" was presented
October 11 at 7:30 p.m. when
by Mrs. Larry Watkins.
A Ham and Turkey Shoot will
DEAR ABBY. Someone wrote in to say that whenever Willard Ails, chairman of the be held at the Jackson
Mrs. Van Futrell, president,Purchase
Drug
on
The Blood River Baptist VIMU
they invited a guest preacher to give the sermon at their Calloway Council
Gun Club starting at one p.m. will have leadership conferences resided and Mrs. George
"Drug
on
speak
Education,
will
church they allowed him exactly one hour, after which
rHo
Shells will be available.
for Adults"
at the First Missionary Baptist the roll, and gave the
there was an automatic ringing of chimes. And if the preach- Information
treasurer's
chairman,
The department
Church, Benton, from seven to report.
er wasn't finished, the chimes would drown out his voice, so
presided
and
Broach,
Beth
Miss
9:15
p.m.
he was finished whether he liked it or not.
The club voted to sell ChristWarford gave the Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt of
And you remarked, "I'll wager that the church had a Mrs. Earl
near
Backusburg
will
hold
open
Boyd,
Lloyd
Mrs.
invocation.
full house every Sunday!"
house and a basket dinner in
report.
Abby, we are Seventh Day Baptist Christians and our treasurer, gave her
celebration of their 68th wedding
were
members
introduced
New
sabbath is on Saturday—not Sunday. So in the future please
Mrs. James Byrn, Mrs. John D. anniversary.
show some respect for our sabbath, too.
Mikulcik, and Mrs. Neil Brown.
ALABAMA
IN
OFFENDED
The group voted to continue to
Monday, September 211
DEAR OFFENDED: No offense Intended to you or to sponsor the birthday parties each The
Penny Homemakers Club
correspondent
my
Saturday.
But
sabbath
is
on
whose
Education
others
month for the Special
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
spedlied a particular church In Brook. lad., and their geis- Class at Murray High School ten a.m. with Mrs. Grace Covey
taught by Mrs. Earl Warford. as hostess.
ha& Is ma Sunday.
— Ansome+11111111111111.016
Mrs. James Martin will be in
DEAR ABBY: Since when is it such a great idea to in- charge of the October party.
Announcement was made of
form a guest preacher that be has exactly one hour in which
Tuesday, September 21
to preach his sermon, and at the end of the hour to start the KFWC board meeting at The Faith Doran Circle of the
ringing chimes to drown him out whether he's finished or Kenbar Inn September 21-22 and First United Methodist Church
of the general meeting of the WSCS will meet at the home of
not?
I think we ought to give the services back to the Lord, Woman's Club on Monday, Mrs. -Isaac L. Clanton, 7e5 Vine
since it is Rim we are supposed to be worshipping at these September 27, at seven p.m. with Street, at two p.m.
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans,,KFWC
services. Then we can let Him decide how long we should
president, as speaker.
worship right on thru the chimes.
Serving with Mrs. Robert Circle 1 of the First
Wouldn't it be a shame if Christ returned after the
United
Hopkins on the telephone com- Methodist Church WSCS will
chimes had rung and found that everybody had gone home?
Mrs.
Roy
Starks,
mittee
will
be
SHENANDOAH
meet at the social hall at two p.m.
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, and Mrs.
What's your problem! You'll (eel better if you get it off
Jules Harcourt.
During the social hour refresh- Murray State
paw chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mal, Los Angeles, Cal.
University
ments were served by the Chapter of ACE will
INN. For a personal rept> enclose stamped, addressed
have an open
hostesses, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Mrs. house in the
envelope.
student union
Robert Hopkins, Mrs. A.L. ballroom at 6:30 p.m. All
persons
Martha
Guier
Hough,
and
Miss
Malaria still afflicts 49 milinterested in children are urged
Denmark's national dish is
members
and
twenty-four
to the
lion peraons in the Western roast pork with crackling.
to attend.
one guest, Mrs. Richardson
:Pacific area.
present.

Ted and Undecided

Mrs. Richardson Is
Speaker At Meet
Theta Department

Sunnyside Club Has
Luncheon Meet At
The Holland Home

•

mas and all occasion cards as a
money making project.
During the afternoon session
MA. Larry Watkins presented a
lesson on "Artex Paints".
A Potluck luncheon was served
at noon to the seven members
and one new member, Mrs. Dan
Kelley, present.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, October 14, at 10:30
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Mu
Dowdy.

School rules on hair and
manner of dressing usually only
attempt to restrict style* if
they present danger to health
and Safety, cause interference
with work,or create disorder.

Calloway Medalist
Is Carol Hibbard
The regular ladies day golf was
held Wednesday at the Calloway
County Country Club with Carol
Hibbard as the medalist.
Margaret Shuffett had low
putts, Urbena Koenen had the
poker hand, and Beverly Spann
had low score with handicap.
The next ladies day golf will be
field on Wednesday, September
22, with tee off times at nine a.m.
Many schools are adopting
general guidelines involving s,
minimum of restrictions.

-

•••••
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The small car expert
has something new.

The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at two p.m.

College Cleaners

The Russell's Chap e United
Methodist Church
WSCS will
meet at the church:

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
-.rat

PLAIN DRESSES $119
PANTS or

(Plain)SKIRTS44°t44fe4 $195

Good Thru Sept. 30, 1971

College Cleaners
Phone 753-3852
-1411.0live Blvd.
* FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY *

Tuesday, September 21
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a patio salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
Hostesses are Mesdames Joe
Prince, Donald Story, Howard
Baszell, Charles Simons, Charles
Moffett. Eugene Ben-ill, Max
Brandon,and John R Thompson.

THE1972
DATSUN'S.
The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks, too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
whitewalls, reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stopin for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

The
Calloway
County
for
Association
Retarded
Children will hold its regular
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
the new center. All members and
friends are urged to attend

WEIN

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

The

Blood

River

WMU

Open Evenings Till 8:00

Phone 753-7114

Meet the Kic

Wayne Doesn

By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Assoctatson
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD—Sohn Wayne
is not the star of his latest plcture. That's what he claims!
"Duke" stars in a multi-milliondollar epic, "The Cowboys" -at
least his contracts says he stars
and it will say so in the ads, on
the marquee and on the screen
credits. But, he says it's not so.
"The stars of this picture are
11 kids," argued Wayne. And
who's going to argue with him?
"Those youngsters are 'the cowboys' in this film and sometimes,
especially after having watched
them go through a scene, I
didn't know what the hell I
was doing there at all'
•

•

•

"DO YOU think I taught them

Drug Abuse
Prevention
Week Planned

America's war on drug abuse is
becoming an all outattack,
featuring preventive measures
and highlighted by nationwide
activity during Drug Abuse
Prevention Week, proclaimed
this year for October 3-9 by
President Nixon.
Although the intensified actior
calls for a wide range of activities
to fight drug abuse, this year':
Drug Abuse Prevention Weet
relates particularly to parent.
adolescent dialogues on ths
problem of drug abuse.
Termed "GAP Fests" (Groups
of Adolescents and Parents
talking together) these meeting:
are being encouraged by Ulf
White House Special Actior
Office on Drug Abuse Prevention
not only during the special week
but also on a longer-term basis
Adolescents have been broughin on planning sessions for "GAF
Fests" and other Drug Abuse
Prevention Week activities, and
if these prove successful, ex
pectation is that "GAP Fests'
and other programs popular
with join youth-adult groups wil
be developed into regular year
round activities.
Newspapers and other media o
are
the
communication
spearhead of Drug Abuse
Prevention Week, informations
aspects, however, and, based of
last year's experience, when the
first special prevention week wai
announced by the President, al
out assistance is predicted for the
media.
Major feature articles, drill
abuse series, and a wealth o
news and action stories are
aingificant part of the massivi
Informational and educations
attack that print media
especially the Nation's daily an
an
newspapers,
weekly
mounting for October. Man:
carry-over or extended activities
however, will continue througl
the year.
The Nation's school system an
religious organizations are ale
participating extensively in Drui
Abuse Prevention Week, in at
dition to community agencies t
the mental health field or relate
to it.
Any organization or individus
interested in Drug Abus
Prevention and in getting fret
full, and factual information is
narcotics and drugs is invited t
write a postcard is preferable
to: National Clearinghouse fo
Drug Abuse Information Bo
1701, Washington, D.C.

The Public
To Hear

GO
CARL F.S.S.
Barkle

Topic: Avia tic

Moi

Septembe
at 7:1

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Exercise and Slimnastics
Classes, sponsored by the
Murray Recreation Department
will start at seven p.m at Carter
School For information call 753,7640.
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in the MSU

Room

Sponsi

The Murray

*

So. 12th Street

Phone

EPTEMBER 18. 1971
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Meet the Kid Cowboys!

Wayne Doesn't Star in New Film hcording to Him
Ily ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD-John Wayne
is not the star of his latest picture. That's what he claims!
"Duke" stars in a multi-milliondollar epic, "The Cowboys" -at
least his contracts says he stars
and it will say so in the ads, on
the marquee and on the screen
credits. But, he says it's not so.
"The stars of this picture are
11 kids," argued Wayne. And
who's going to argue with him?
"Those youngsters are 'the cowboys' in this film and sometimes,
especially after having watched
them go through a scene, I
didn't know what the hell I
was doing there at all!
•

•

„emir

Still going strong at 70.

Beginning of power In 1940s.

REVOLUTION was the career
of Josip Broz, the Create who
rose from Austro-Hungarian
army deserter (to the Russians) in World War I to
leadership - as Tito - of
his nation's Nazi resistance in
World War II and finally to
the presidency of Yugoslavia.
Tito fell out of line with
Stalin, quit kowtowing to
Moscow, leaned to the West.

•

"DO YOU think I taught them

Drug Abuse
Prevention
Week Planned

Ride him, cowboyl-nine-year-old Clay O'Brien on way to lasso a steer-or, maybe, a jack rabbit?
takes to say it.
from scratch!
"He's sornethin' else," Duke
Only three of the kids insaid, definitely in admiration volved had ever been on camera
almost in awe. "He's the best
before and none had ever done
rider, the best roper, the best - western. The "cowboys" are:
well, he's the best actor, too. a
Marinez
Carradine, A
How can an old cowboy like me Bob
the way he spells
expect to even come out equal (that's
Pyeatt, Steve Benedict,
when he's up against a young- Miek
Norman Howell, Stephen Hudls,
At the United Nations In 1963.
In 'Washington In 1963
In New York In 1900.
ster like that?"
Nicolas Beauvey, Al Barker, Jr.
The answer, of course, is that
Sean Kelly, Sam O'Brien and
at Warner Brothers in beautiful
Wayne did his work too well.
A dramatic scene in which the have been writing about my re"But if this picture is half
his younger brother Clay.
he
downtown Burbank, they took boys watch ,Wayne die-after tirement may have something! as good as I know it will be,
It was
who taught all 11 the
• •
*
in
idea
that
had
EVER
I
If
end
the
front
from the rear of a
spolight from Wayne. Di- he's shot in the back, natch-the heck with retiring, I'll get
horse. He taught them to rope, ,•THEIR AGES? From nine to rector-producer Mark Rydell will rate four hankies from au- mind, THIS picture would make another batch of kids-and
wel.
are
kids
11
Those
decision.
my
Santa
had
spent months earlier diences of all ages.
ride, brand, right, shoot, movnine weeks in
do it again!"
"This picture is good, darned ie-style. He even taught them 18 and for
world
reasons
the
in
best
the
Fe, N.M., four weeks in Pagosa searching out the lads that*he"I don't know," Wayne for any grown actor to get out ^ They crawled thatway,
good-but Wit not John Wayne how to talk and walk-like
you- Springs, Colo, and three more and Wayne could direct.
smiled, "maybe those guys who of the business!
that makes it that way. Oh know-who. And Wayne
started
sure, my part's great and all
,*1
-,• • •
t.
..•
that, 'but without those kids,
„v... •, s• .jihirie •ssilw,,,tpit',"
re. ....•.:*
,Sttip.-.111,•it .
,
.
•
••
yt
•
-•
sgt.•'1,40t..•$11
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440..sr
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•
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It's just another cattle drive 4SCV,7.•Vi...V;111,•••••C
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TO ILLUSTRATE what kids
•C
do, Wayne said. "Clay O'Brien
for example, is only nine years
ald-you oughtta see how he
•.Lie i
ropes a calf!" The boy in questions, a half-pint somewhere
between three and four feet tall
l'<k•
,
flips from a horse, finds the
• •
front half of a calf three times
12At.4
*
•• •
•
f
his weight and neatly upends
10-•
,
•• *Alb.
1
.
the critter in less time than it

too good?" But, not waiting
for an answer, he continued,
"But after 41 years in this business, I haven't even taught MYSELF to act, so, I guess that's
not the answer." He paused,
reflectivelly, "Maybe it's just
that they're so darned young.
That's what it is!"
Wayne nicknamed the brood,
-The Energetic 11." "Might as
well admit it," Wayne said, "the
thing that scares me about
those kids is that they're good,
darned good, darned good.

America's war on drug abuse is
becoming an all outattack,
featuring preventive measures
and highlighted by nationwide
activity during Drug Abuse
Prevention Week, proclaimed
this year for October 3-9 by
President Nixon.
Although the intensified action
calls for a wide range of activities
to fight drug abuse, this year's
Drug Abuse Prevention Week
relates particularly to parentadolescent dialogues on the
problem of drug abuse.
Termed "GAP Fests" (Groups
of Adolescents and Parents,
talking together) these meetings
are being encouraged by the
White House Special Action
Office on Drug Abuse Prevention
not only during the special week,
but also on a longer-term basis.
Adolescents have been brought
in on planning sessions for "GAP
Fests" and other Drug Abuse
Prevention Week activities, and,
if these prove successful, expectation is that "GAP Fests"
and other programs popular
with loin youth-adult groups will
be developed into regular yearround activities.
Newspapers and other media of
the
are
communication
spearhead of Drug Abuse
Prevention Week, informational
aspects, however, and, based on
last year's experience, when the
first special prevention week was
announced by the President, all
out assistance is predicted for the
media.
Major feature articles, drug
abuse series, and a wealth of
news and action stories are a
singificant part of the massive
Informational and educational
attack that print media,
especially the Nation's daily and
are
newspapers,
weekly
mounting for October. Many
carry-over or extended activities,
however, will continue through
the year.
The Nation's school system and
religious organizations are also
participating extensively in Drug
Abuse Prevention Week, in addition to community agencies in
the mental health field or related
to it.
Any organization or individual
interested in Drug Abuse
Prevention and in getting free,
full, and factual information on GOOD FISHING-A Kodiak
narcotics and drugs is invited to bear cub watches its
write fa postcard is preferable) mother expertly catch a
to: National Clearinghouse for tossed fish at the zoo in
Drug Abuse Information Box
Cleveland, Ohio.
1701, Washington, D.C.
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Barkley Field
Topic: Aviation
on

Weather

Monday,
September 20, 1971
at 7:00 p.m.
in the MSU Applied Science Building
Room S101
Sponsored by

The Murray Flying Service
Phone 489-2414
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FROM OUR OWN MILLS! ANOTHER 5000 YARDS REGULAR $4.99 TO $9.99 YD.
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DACRON DOUBLE KNITS
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It's the greatest Polyester Knit Buy ever! Brand New Fall and Winter Double Knits at a mere fraction of regular price!
60" to 66" wide, Machine Washable, never needs ironing! All new fall colors, weaves and patterns. You must see these
to appreciate this unbelievable Double Knit Buy! Some slight imperfects included in this group.
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1000 Yds. Regular ;2.99 To ;3.99 Yd.

88

BONDED KNITS
First Quality Bonded Knits at the lowest
price anywhere. 54" to 60" wide in solids and
fancies. 2 to 10 yard sample lengths of regular
$2.99 to $3.99 quality.

••

t
99

•

•

-"Milliken" Bonded Turbo
Acrylics
-"Hanoi-a" Bonded Woolens and
Acrylics
-"Carltex" Bonded Woolens
-"Ameritex" Bonded Acrylics
-"Atwood" Bonded Tweed Coatings
-Full Potts,54" to 60" wide

r
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OUR ENTIRE STOCK! THOUSANDS OF YARDS FROM
FAMOUS MILLS! REGULAR $3.99 TO $6.99 NEW FALL

No exceptions, our entire stock of brand new
Fall dt Winter Bonded Woolens and Turbo
Acrylics reduced for this great Sale! Don't miss
this sensational buy, these are the same fine
Bonded Woolens and Arcylics that are selling
right now anywhere at $2.99 to $6.99 a yard.
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BONDED WOOLENS &
ACRYLICS
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The Public Is Invited
To Hear FREE

GOLDSMITH
CARL F.S.S.
Chief

REPEATING A FABULOUS KNIT BUY
Monday, September 20th
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$19,d9

-All Brand New Fall 1971 Patterns &
Colors
-Every yard Guaranteed First
Quality
-Compare these Anywhere at $3.99 to
$6.99 a yard
-Save from $2.00 to $5.00 on every
yard

•

•
Your Can Buy With Confidence at the
44
REMNANT HOUSE
If Not Completely Satisfied Your Money Back
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If you can Sew a Stitch, Thread a Needle, be
there when the door opens Monday for this
Sensational Fall Fabric Sale ' We sincerely
believe that these are the greatest Fabric Values
anywhere. Don't miss these sensational buys!

0111

204 W. Washington - Paris, Tenn.
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 In music, high
4 Supposing that
6 Ricochet
11 Gratify
13 Excuses
15 Babylonian deity
16 Besmirched
18 Saint (abbr )
19 Parent(cll.)
21 Narrow opening
22 Satiate
24 Beer ingredient
26 Cease
28 Pronoun
29 Showy flower
31 Supercitious
person
33 Note of scale
34 Spoken
36 Antlered
animal
38 Alternating
-current (abbr.)
40 Agit ude
42 tnchne
45 Knock
47 Country of Asia
49 Lamb's
pen name
50 Girl's name
52 Entrance
54 Printer's
measure
55 Symbol for
tellurium
56 Squanderer
59 Exist
61 Rubber on
pencil
63 Cancels
65 Regions
66 A continent
(abbr )
67 Place

Doctrines
Senses
Crates
Beverage
Frees of
River in
Siberia
10 Title of
respect
12 Coniunction
14 Cubic meter
17 River islands
20 Singing voice
23 Exclamation
24 Parent (colloq
25 fitd period
of
27 Vessels
30 Shore bird
32 Bundle
35 Chiefs
37' Strong wind
38 Rugged
mountain crest
39 Picture-Wong
device
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41 Midday
43 Agile
44 Symbol for
tantalum
46 Afternoon
(abbr)
48 Soft drinks
51 The caama
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• 53 Rockfish
57 Edible see! ,
58 Registered
nurse (abbr)
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62 Symbol for
argent
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L CLEAN-UP
SHOP
SPECIAL *

*

COMPLETE WASHING AND INSIDE
. PLUS, DELUXE
SIMONIZE PASTE WAX
Sedans &
Sport Cars &
Station
Wagons — 10.00
Compacts — 18.00
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
PHONE 753-3683

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

WASHINGTON — The off
Capitol Hill quarters of wouldbe Democrats seeking the
presidential nomination next
year sprouted in tent-city
fAshiun a few months ago.
Current indications are that
much of the boomlet excitement has worn off.
The offices, staffed largely
by volunteers, are maintained
to answer mail and process
contributions for campaigns.
Establishment of the second
office, a necessity for anyone
with even the flicker of interest
in the White House, is manexdatory since such
tracurricular work by regular
staff is considered out of line
with other members of
Congress.
Spot checks of offices,
however,show most are staffed
by undergraduate college
students,full of loyalty for their
potential candidate, but not
schooled in the mechanics of
day-to-day political reality.
After an initial few days of
turnover
among
work,
volunteers is reported heavy.

announcement and a good
showing in 1972 preferential
primaries are necessary if he is
to establish early credibility,
the sources say.
Otherwise, Democrats see
little value in using the New
York mayor's podium skills for
fund-raising efforts at this
time.
-There is little Lindsay could
tell Democrats now that they
do not already know," a
National Committee source
said.

President Nixon's dramatic
announcements
on
the
economy will probably bring
Congress back to Washington
earlier than the planned Sept. 8
start-up date following a
month-long recess. Many
members, on vacations at
home and abroad, were caught
off guard on the wage and .price
freeze and other White House
recommendations. A spot
check of members' offices here
showed all will be in town well
in advance of opening day when
Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark.,
plans to start hearings in the
Ways and Means Committee on
Mr. Nixon's requests.

Even the most inveterate of
long-range political
speculators are not willing to
say how Democrats will fare in
the early 1972 state primaries,
but there is a consensus that
George McGovern, the South
Dakota senator who was the
first to announce, will do well.
They credit this not so much
to
McGovern's
over-all
popularity,
but
diligent
spadework to date with county
and precinct leaders in such
states as New Hampshire and
Democrats here say the Wisconsin. Aides to Sen.
ultimate value of John Lindsay William Proxmire, D-Wis., say
to the party really cannot be McGovern has spent a good
determined unless he declares deal of time attempting to
for the presidency. Such an arrange local campaign
The best organized office is
maintained in behalf of the
man who has the least worry of
making the general election
pairoff next year — Richard
Nixon. White House sources
say this function also will be
placed under the direct hand of
Atty. Gen. John Mitchell early
next year. At that time Mitchell
is expected to take the
necessary steps to being overfield management of Mr.
Nixon's reelection campaign.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

DRYCLEANING SALE
• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed
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Political reality dims
volunteer enthusiasm

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ha
ONE

HOUR

CLEKNERS

organizations in anticipation of
the prima!-Y.
fringe
Proxmire,
a
possibility as a candidate,
reportedly confided to aides
that McGovern was forming
some base of support there.

xC II
tion," as the scientists might

BY MICHAEL

en -and caused the Tiolan War.
For Americans and in many ,
other nations, kissing may seem
an ordinary and acceptable
way of showing affection. But
In still other nations the methods are rubbing noses, rubbing
the right ear and sticking out
the tongue, the man touching
his nose against the recipient's
cheek or forehead, the man
kissing his hand then putting it ;
on his forehead, and even blowing on each other's hands.

REMAS
Written Especially for Central say. For that matter, the scientists are quite interested in
Press and This Newspaper
kissing these days, even going
to the point of making experiIS
KISSING
BECOMING ments with student volunteers.
more common these days, or is
Respiratory virologists at the
While Norman Mailer alai Use theory behind kissing
University of Wisconsin, for exJimmy Breslin conducted a changing?
ample, carried out tests for the
comic opera campaign for
It wasn't too many years back National Aeronautics and Space
control of New York's city hall
that public kissing seemed to Administration by having coltwo years ago, their proposal of be confined to
legians kiss in an endeavor to
something like a
statehood for Manhattan hello or a goodbye
learn how respiratory germs
buss, a New
Produced more material for Year's Eve embrace, or a con- were spread in order to help
nightclub comics than it did for gratulatory smack at some keep our astronauts healthy.
political writers.
special ceremony--but today it
Naturally, it wasn't long afNow, however, a citizens is not uncommon to see young terward that college students
committee is circulating people locked in each other's elsewhere took up the idea for
petitions to get just such a grasp on a park bench, in an their own experiment — longproposal on a city ballot in auto on Main Street, or evert duration smooching. At last
while waiting for a green light breath, one couple had claimed
November.
Statehood for New York City or while walking hand-in-hand they kept a continuous kiss for
down the street.
46 hours. Perhaps they received
is considered a remote
some lip balm as a prize.
possibility by most everyone
• • •
Perhaps television has been a
and one source, familiar with dominant influence on this
AS YOU might imagine, quite
the tough nature of Gotham change. You know, someone a few superstitions hay% surpolitics, says it could receive a may be trying to learn if their rounded kissing, which goes
death knell through support by breath is "kissing sweet," or, if back quite some years. In the
after kissing her once would he Dark Ages, for instance, men
Rep. Bella Abzug, D-N. Y.
kiss her again.
supposedly believed [hay could
Mrs. Abzug, the flamboyant
get rid of a headache by kissfreshman with a contempt for
ing a pretty woman. There's no
KISSING
itself
hasn't
HAT old dime-novel, or
C,apitot Hill tradition, has taken
changed. It's still "the juxtapo- Indication of what the women
up the gauntlet for statehood.,
its descendent, comic-book,
did for their pains.
-•altion of two orbicularis oris
In a IA5ez-v* specchr-atsbeha2:64muscles in a state of contracOn -the other hand, an old found in the attic may be reEnglish belief is said to be re- garded as a treasure by one
the referendum, she said:
sponsible for the modern prac- of the legion of eager aquisi-The people of New York
tice of men lining up to kiss tors of graphic ephemera of
aspirations
that
hopes
and
have
the bride after a wedding. The yesteryears. At a recent concannot be denied by a bunch of
story goes that fellows who vention of comic-books collecbackwoods politicians in
kiss her before tbe new hus- tors in New Your City, a copy
band does will have a year of of Detective Comics No. 21
Albany."
published at 10c, was offered
The source — pointing out the
good luck—providing they don't at $400.
need for state Legislature as
overdo the kiss, I might add.
well as congressional action —
Higher prices might be paid
Another old tale emerges
noted:
for desired items by specialists
from the Welsh, many of whom
doubt if those in the backsay the sex of a first child will In particular dime-novelists,
woods of Albany would buy it
be the same as that of the first like Frank Reade, Jr.. who
baby she kissed when she was "outdid Jules Verne" [see beand I am sure those in the
a bride.
low] in forerunners of modern
backwoods of Washington
THE GREEKS felt kissing
wouldn't either."
TRIPIEL,4 ROVEnitiRE
was a gift. from the gods in
those ancient days, though it
surely got one overzealous Grecian into trouble. That would
be Paris who, according to
The results of a recent study by
Greek legend, dared to kiss Hel-

T

1;eArmA

Study Asks New Aligning
Of Workmen's Comp Laws

tiuSnist

the
Legislative
Research
Commission indicate Kentucky's
Workmen's Compensation Laws
are in need of a wholesale
revision.
Commission Director James T.
Fleming reported the need in a
memorandum to
a special
Senate Compensation Study
Comrnittee.
He noted the "Special Fund,"
winch finances second injuries
aid dormant diseases, as being
disproportionate in "pay-ins"
and "pay-outs."
The memorandum said the coal
mining industry pays only about
10 percent into the fund, while
receiving about 90 per cent of the
Six couples are shown in Chicago
benefits.
happily participating in "world's
recommended
new
laws
It
championship" kissing marathon
developed
to correct the
situation.

New Plan Would
Ease Court Burden
The

Legislative Research
Commission has developed a
temporary plan that would ease
Kentucky's overloaded circuit
court system if adopted by the
General Assembly next year.
The plan would reduce circuit
court districts from 51 to 19 while
increasing the number of judgee
from 76 to 102.
This would lower the annual
caseload from the current 687 per
judge to about 500.
According to the commission
this would require interpreting
the state constitution to permit
multi-judge and multi-county
court districts.

selence-fassy. There are ad- clicts of toys, etc., of characters such as Happy Hooligan,
Flash Gordon, Buster Brown,
Kra.zy
Eat, Katzenjammer
ol
Kids; and any works popula
newpaper cartoonists, ors
whom Rube Goldberg, Milt
Gross, Chic Young, Milton Caniff, are classic examples.
'•)•.;

• TOP COATS
• SUITS
• JACKETS

Is Seeking Aggre:
team for a

Franchise Ca

in the Muri
Small investmen
further informati
Jerry T
Montgon
5811 Chippewa S
Zip Cod(
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468„rarTEC
mington,Kentucky.
SPECIAL SALE; antiques, gifts,
household items, appliances,
furniture, old and new. Buy-SellTrade. Claudia's This & That,
Mayfield Highway, Route 69,
across from Paris Manufacturing, Paris, Tennessee, 642S23C
6194.

IMPORTANT
GOING
01\
2,41

WATCH THI
FOR FURTHEF

WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
off US 45. Phone 554-1842.
Clothing and equipment for the
November 20C
entire family.
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Expires Sept. 25, 1971
Suede or Formals Not Included — No Limit

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

MONTGOMI

AS OF Sept. 16 I will not be
responsible for any debts other
than my own. John E. WoodS21C
s.

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

at the regular dry cleaning price.

FRANCHISE

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

to perfection!

on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 Of more

NOTICE

:

shirts...laundered

This Coupon Good For

753-1916

N -O-T-

THIS
WEEK
ONLY!

FOLDED

'AGE SEVEN

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

L'il Abner
THEN I'LL PRODUCE THE
FEW WARNING SHOTS
SHOULD LOOSEN YOUR
TONGUE!!
_ _
STILL WON IT:p
,
TALK,EI-V.p
(
4

1--,i

INCRIMINATING EVIDENCE

FROM YOUR VERY

pERSoN.
1
!
---

J

CARD OF THANKS

We want to thank each one who
had a part in any way in saving
our home and contents when
lightening struck our house. To
our neighbors, relatives, friends
and to the rescue squad for the
wonderful work they are doing.
To Mrs. Perry who opened her
home to us to store our furniture
and to stay there while we are
rebuilding.
May God's richest blessings be
with each one is our prayer.
Orval and Cordie Whitlow.
1TP

We wish to thank everyone who
helped us in any way during the
illness and death of our husband
and father, Buster Evans. We
could never thank each of you
personally as so many shared
with us in our sorrow.
For the food, flowers, cards,
visits and prayers, the comforting words of Brd. Roy
Beasley and Bro. Bill T'hreet, the
singers, J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Dr. Hugh Houston, Dr.
Ray Ammons, the nurses and
staff at Murray Hospital and St.
Thomas Hospital, those who sat
with us at the funeral home, we
shall be eternally grateful.
Juanita , Gay,
Gary and Larry Evans. 1TP

We would like to say thanks to
our friends and neighbors for the
and flowers
... lovely cards
received during Exie's stay in the
Murray and Nashville Hospital,
Exie B. Adams,&
IT('
Family

PTEMBER 18, 1971

'AGE SEVEN
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sell It With A. ClassifiedAd

NOTICE

NOTICE

FRANCHISE AVAILABLE
MONTGOMERY-WARD
Is Seeking Aggressive man-wife
team for a

Franchise Catalog Store

Clark
nnaird

dime-novel, or
dent, comic-book
attic may be retreasure by one
of eager aqulsihie ephemera of
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Comics No. 21
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ces might be paid"
ems by specialists
r dime-novelists,
Reade, Jr., who
3 Verne" [see belinners of modern
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in the Murray area.
Small investment required. For
further information write:
Jerry Thomas
Montgomery-Ward
5811 Chippewa St. Louis, Missouri
Zip Code 63109
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- OVERWEIGHT?? The only safe
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. way to lose weight and inches
Sanders, phone 382-2468, ,Ear- fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
S30C
l'FC Weight loss guaranteed.
mington, Kentucky.
SPECIAL SALE; antiques, gifts,
household items, appliances,
furniture, old and new. Buy-SellTrade. Claudia's This & That,
Mayfield Highway, Route 69,
across from Paris Manufacturing, Paris, Tennessee, 642S23C
6194.
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RUNNING SPECIAL price on USED MATCHING couch and
Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862 chair. Good shape. Will sell
SleC
014C cheap. Phone 753-3184.
ar 753-9457.
FOR SALE: glass-lron fish and GOOD 10 INCH table saw. See at
ski boat. 55 Horse power. Com- 300 Woodlawn.
SIfIC
plete outfit. Call at 753-3226. S18C
SOFA-BED couch $15. End table
1970 HONDA CB175, good con- $5. Venetian blinds $1.80 each,
dition. Phone 753-7304 after 5 Wardrobe(antique needs repair)
Sl8P $10., Call 753-9537 after 5 p.m.
P.M.
Sl8C
ROUND TOP antique chifferobe,
good condition. $25.00. Dinette REAL NICE fall dresses, sizes
set, black 4 chairs $20.00. Full 14, 16 and 16102. Call 753-3948. S18C
sized 5" foam mattress new,
$15.00. Call 753-7593 after 5:30 H & R USED furiniture store,
Sl8C Concord Road, is open 4 days
p.m.

IMPORTANT HAPPENING
GOING SOUTH
S./
4, le
7
29400
Fk4t.
‘
5
0

The Position Of

CIRCULATION MANAGER
for the

Ledger & Times
Is Available To The Right Person
Mature, established, adult needed.
See James C. Williams in person in the
afternoons at the Ledger and Times

Town 8
Country

SPECIAL

8110C

STEREO TAPE PLAYER, 12
volt, 8 track with 4 speakers and
all wiring. Excellent sound, Call
SC
753-2590.
TELEVISION ANTENNA for
S20C
sale. Phone 753-1385.

2 BEDROOM MOBILE home, on
the lake. Available Oct. 1 thru
Apr. 1. All electric, completely
furnished. $125.00 per month.
S22C
Phone 901-642-1550.
PART-TIME HELP, Lady to
babysit, and do housework. Must
furnish own transportation. Call
S20C
753-3078 after 5 p.m.
FOR RENT

* SEPTEMBER ONLY *
REDUCED RENT ON BAND INSTRUMENTS!
$10 per month as long as you want to rent.
Rent applies to purchase.

Leach's Music & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

1 TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE

EIGHT YEAR OLD saddlt mare,
also bridle and saddle Phone 753S20C
=7
TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
bed,one Nix bed. Phone 753TFC
7850.

NICE 1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Air conditioned. Call
Sl8C
753-5079.

FOR RENT

4 BEDROOM
with spacious family
room, drapes, dishwasher
and garbage disposal.
Closets galore, large
private back yard. Close
to schools and hospital.

OF
SQUARES
28
CORRUGATED ROOFING, Call
4364844 between 5 p.m. & 7 p.m.
S2OP
In New Concord.

Phone 753-9900
753-3616

Outdoor Lore

POSITION OPEN

each week, Wed.-Thurs.-Friday
FURNITURE SALE, antique
SAt.) 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. See us
victorola RCA Stereo, 1 Early for all your used furniture needs.
American couch and chair, anWANTEE
If we don't have it, we'll get it.'HOMEWORKERS
tique love set, FM radio antenna. Also have antiques. Call 753-6676 Part-time,full-time work at home
Can be seen Sat., Sept. 18, 805 or 753-4716.
S18C mailing our circulars. For details
-MC. •-• giv
•Doran Road.
rush self-addressed, stamped
OAK church organ. tnvelope and 350 to US En60 x 12 MOBILE HOME, ANTIQUE
condition, $150.00. Phone terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Perfect
beautiful, spacious, 1 yr. old.,
521C Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC'
753-6760 after 4:00 p•m.
construction.
superior
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
Beautifully furnished. Call 489FOR SALE needs a mechanic. Please apply
Sl8C REAL ESTATE
2437.
TFC
in person
1959 STAKE DODGE truck, size
SOMEONE TO mow yard and
800. Good condition. Will sell or
rake leaves Please call 753trade. Can be seen on Industrial
320C
1432
Road across from Murray Sand

WILL KEEP elderly woman in
private home near Murray.
Room and board reasonable. Co. L. D. Miller, Call 768-Phone 753-6895.
S22P 5595.
STUDENTS NEED unwanted but
usable furniture,, dressers,
chairs, etc. Will pick-up. Call
Sl8NC
after 7:30 p.m.,492-8152.

HELP WANTED

HEIJ- WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SAI.E

Call
753-1916

NEW APARTMENT,wall to wall
carpeting, living room, dining
room, bedroom with two large
closets and bath. Built-ins in
kitchen. 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
(University. Phone 753-8648. TFC

753-7575

3 ROOM FURNISHED apt. near
University with carpeting,
central heat and air, lots of
closets and garbage disposal.
Can be seen at Owen Food
Market. 1407 West Main St. S21C

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of KentuckVoUege of Agriculture
To the ancient Teutons, it be experimented with by a
was the Hammer of Thor. To novice. Benjamin Anklin got
the Greeks of the same time, it away with such levity with his ?
was the flaming spear of Zeus. kite, key, and string, but
But we of this enlightened age anotherscientist of his time
know this most awesome force was not so lucky. Experimenting with an iron bar
of nature as lightning.
Lightaing comes in many during a thunderstorm, he was
forrn AO often plays strange instantly killed.
It is reported that, on an
trickilhe most common and
deadly-,kind is the line or average, lightning kills one
forked-type discharge. Then person a day in the United
there's sheet lightning seen in States and, to keep from
the distance on warm summer becoming a casualty, there are
evenings. Also there's ball a number of things that can be
lightning, bead lightning, and done. The best thing to do
St. Elmo's fire sometimes seen when an electrical storm comes
on chimneys, on the rigging of up is to seek shelter indoors
ships, and on ice picks of and stay away from open
mountain climbers.
doors, windows, and stoves,
Ball lightning is an eerie especially those witft pipes
phenomenon and. while _not sunning up through the roof.
usually as dangerous as the
If caught ,outside and away
forked type, can be a frighten- from shelter, head for a cliff or.
ing thing. During a thunder- for the woods. Those who are
storm not long ago, a family in supposed to know about
a remote Kentucky community, thunderstorms say woods are
eating their noonday meal was safer than open country. Howhorrified to see a ball of fire ever, do not seek shelter under
suddenly float out of the fire- a lone tree out in the pasture.
place, roll around the room, That's one of the most
and then out the door where it dangerous places to be during
exploded with the roar of a an electrical storm. Also do not
cannon. Meteorologists say the carry an open umbrella when
greatest danger from ball lightning is flashing.
lightning and St. Elmo's fire is
Since lightning strikes more
from setting off conflagrations. often on hilltops than in
The Hindenburg zeppelin valleys, the farther down the
which burned at Lakehurst, hill, the safer. And don't put
New Jersey in 1937 was any dependence in the old
believed to have been set afire addage that lightning never
by the flame of St. Elmo.
strikes twice in the same place.
More than often sudden It does and very often, too.
death is the portion of anyone
We, are now in the thunder
struck by lightning. Yet some and lightning season of the
escape like a woman I know
year and it will be well to take
who was hit by a bolt as she sat
of
under a barn shed milking her precaution. This form
often
skies,
the
from
electricity
cow during a thunderstorm.
Lightning hit the barn roof, ran developing a current strength
off the eave, and snaked down of up to 100.000 amperes. can '
a post to smack both woman and does kill.
and cow. The milkmaid was
TOI6'0 (UPI(-Reports in
slammed against the side of the Tokyo newspapers that Presshed and shook up consider- ident Nixon would visit Peking
ably. but was otherwise un- about Nov. 20 were dismissed
hurt. When she regained her as "speculative" by the U.S.
composure, the cow had dis- embassy Thursday.
"The press reports in the
appeared leaving behind a
strong odor of burned hair. Tokyo papers regarding PresThe cow was located latei in a ident Nixon's Peking trip are
highly speculative and without
corner of the barn lot unhurt
foundation in'fact," and embasexcept for a brand on her neck
sy spokesman said.
and flank resembling a drawing
The Sankei newspaper carof the Mississippi River system. ried a report from "Japanese
What causes lightning is government sources" that Nixsomething best left to weather on's visit would occur Nov. 20,
scientists to explain. But one after the next meeting of
thing for sure. it is not some• China's National Peoples Conthing to be treated lightls or to gress.

unfurnished 4 ROOM HOUSE with bath on the
LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood , TWO-BEDROOM
1970 18 ft. WINSTON TRAVEL Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4-:00 house. Can be seen at 1626 W. Coals Camp Ground Road. 3
Trailer. Bought new in April, p.m.
S20C miles from the college. If inTFC, Olive St., after 5:00 p.m.
terested call Mayfield 247-2539
1971. Used only 3500 miles Ex
S18
cellent condition. Additional set BY OWNER: 1513 Kirkwood. NICE LARGE furnished one after 3o'clock.
of tires. Priced to sell. Call 753- Central heat and air, stone bedroom apartment, heat furDUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
3858
S20C fireplace with log lighter. nished. Private entrance. Near
heat and air,
Separate dining room, large hospital, university, and town. bedroom, central
carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
bath
and
bedrooms
2
room,
living
Adults only. Phone 753-1299. S2OP bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per
NEED
large dorm
down. Bath and
TFC
month. Phone 753-7850.
DRIED FLOWERS?
(22:09) up with closet big enough
AUCTION SALE
.•.a.rrna. .••
9r3
r
XX
•MA•
oo.,N3.:75:
%
13
11
=
Fenced
bedroom.
another
for
THE
held 2 SKATERS CHOSEN
back yard with shade and AUCTION SALE will be
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
AUTOS FOR SALE
TROY, Mich. (UP11-Ronald
10:00
25,
September
Saturday,
Well"
"Wishing
fountain. 2 car garage with
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
and Gail Rovovistky of Troy,
miles
four
641,
Highway
ain.,
1971 V.W. SEDAN, yellow, 2
storage and utility. 753-4857. S18C
IN
the defending world champions
South of Murray, Kentucky.
AS OF Sept. 16 I will not be months old. Can be seen at 602
F It% AUTO
in the mixed pairs, were named
of
owner
Paschall,
W.
L.
Mr.
other
debts
any
for
responsible
West Main Street. $1900.
S21P
SMALL FARM; good location:
Monday to the United States
offer
will
Trucklines
than my own. John E. Woodbusiness or future investment Paschall
hundred items of team competing in the World
(5)
some
five
S21C 1962
s.
apMurray,
.East
mile
One
V-8 FOR SALE or
CHEVROLET
Trade: Dune
possible Roller skating Championships,
proximately 10 acres pasture merchandise, some
automatic, $150.00 1961 45 H.P.
WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone Mercury outboard, Electric Buggy complete with top and Hog wire fencing, stables, water scratched, some cartons broken, Oct. 6-9, in Barcelona, Spain.
Werner
of
mag wheels. Phone 753-6215. S2OP
items short in a U.S. George
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just starting $225.0 Phone 474Cozy older 7 room house, modern or in some cases,
lbertson, N.Y., said the
off US 45. Phone 554-1842. 3309.
case.
S18C CARPETS AND life too can be For appointment call 753brother and sister combination
Clothing and equipment for the
TFC 'This sale will be held on his
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre. 4147
compete against an interwill
shine.
20C
or
November
rain
shipping dock,
entire family.
EXCEPTIONAL 1962 Buick Rent electric shampooer $1.00,' 3
1 and L-2 Plenty of parking, eats, and national field which will include
HOUSE,
BEDROOM
LeSabre. Water pump and Big K.
S18C baths, near high school and
skaters from West Germany
drinks.
CARD OF THANKS
rmuffler new. Tires very good
Spain, Canada, England, and
and
Mattress
sale by
For
college.
$19,000.
goods;
Household
$300.00 cash. GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
tuneup.
Recent
Italy.
who
heaters;
one
each
SZOC
thank
to
We want
springs; 4 Arvin electric
SUIC Pointer puppies Will make ex- owner. Phone 753-9357.
753-9559.
had a part in any way in saving Done
W.T. Grant
stereo;
a
cellent retrievers $25.00. 753our home and contents when 1965 MERCURY Montclair with
dresserette; cabinets; walnut
SERVICES OFFERED
S2ONC
lightening struck our house. To everything on it for $650.00. All 7585.
and metal, one with sink; legal
Ashely
cabinet;
our neighbors, relatives, friends power. Phone 753-2729.
WILL DO ironing in my home size filing
S25C
S2ONC chaise lounge; 2 stove ventilating
SIAMF-sF KITTEN,seven weeks Phone 753-9344.
and to the rescue squad for the
old. Phone 753-1348 or 753wonderful work they are doing.
hoods. Automotive supplies,4
1967 PONTIAC LEMANS, 2 door
S21C WILL DO trash hauling Ford air conditioners; brake
To Mrs. Perry who opened her hardtop, vinyl top, power 4978.
home to us to store our furniture steering, bucket seats, factory
shoes; shock absorbers; 18 Snap
Reasonable rate. Phone 7534 MAGS AND tires plus adaptor 6130.
and to stay there while we are
07(. radiator cleaner and sealer;
wheels, good condition. Also 1961
for VW.Call 492-8626.
S21C
rebuilding.
Groceries; Hershey Syrup can
Ford Pick up, Good mechanical
This column of, questions and answers on federal your name, address and Social'
WILL KEEP children in my goods; and other items. ElecMay God's richest blessings be condition. Call 753-7637.
Security number. The basic
S21NC
Friday.
thru
tax
matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. rate for reproduction of a docplastic
CREOSOTED POLES for pole home Monday
with each one is our prayer.
plumbing
TFC tricial and
753-9846.
Phone
Whitlow.
off
Cordie
utility
barn
poles
and
construction,
Orval
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public ' ument is one dollar per page.
Pipe; light fixtures; shut
GOLD, 1970 DATSUN station
1TP wagon, 4 speed, with air, rack and boat docks. Murray Lumber
valves and misc. Palmolive and
to taxpayers. The column answers questions Q) I don't understand the
service
or
Co., Maple Street, Murray, YOUR ENVELOPES, cards
other dishwashing fluid; silver
and radio. $2,100. Phone 753asked by taxpayers.
most
frequently
letter I got from the IRS.
Or
(typing
We wish to thank everyone who 7117.
Purina
neatly
cream;
circulars
Kentucky.
1TC
cleaner; shaving
S23C
What should I do?
helped us in any way during the
longhand) Your mailing list or cat litter; corning and aluminum
Q) I want to clear out some
Q) Do U.S. citizens living in
illness and death of our husband 1965 CHEVROLET Impala, new NEW AND used tractor tires. ours We will do the complete job ware; floor wax; scratch pads;
Contact your local IRS
of my old hank records, check another country have to pay office and explain the situation
and father, Buster Evans. We tires, looks Roo& runs great. Tractor flats repaired. Speedy and save you money. For in- other paper. 8 gal. muriatic acid;
stubs. cancelled hills and the U.S. income tax?
Donna shampoo and mouth wash; rinse
to them. Identify the letter
could never thank each of you Phone 753-9992 after 5:00 p.m.
- service. Vinson Tractor Co. formation write Mrs.
like. Is there any need to keep
you received so that the perpersonally as so many shared S20C
Phone 753-4892.
1TC Hodge, Box 308F, Route 7. dry; 10 drapery rods; caulking
wherever
A)
citizens,
U.S.
these personal records for tax
.
son:
h.flping you can advise
S22P compound; 3 fishing nets;
with us in our sorrow.
Murray, Ky.
they
are,
are subject to U.S. you what action may be necpurposes?
bottles
For the food, flowers, cards,
48
tax laws. Under certain conNEW HEAVY duty cutters with
surgical gloves;
CORVAIR, good
ditions, however, certain in- ,
visits and prayers, the com- '65 MAROON
REFINISHING mineral oil; 3 boxes of toys;
mileage. heavy duty gear box, stump VURNITURE
gas
good
and
condition
A) Records should be kept come earned abroad 1,v those
forting words of Bro. Roy
jumper and solid tall wheel. Will MI work guaranteed. Free pick aluminum paint; aluminum
41) I'm trying to determine
after 4
as long as they are material who are bona fide residents of whether
Beasley and Bro. Bill Threat, the Phone 753-6068
to four inch bush. Five foot Up and delivery. Free estimate. ladder; 30 salad bowls; spice
up
cut
I can claim my
S18P
are
country
who
or
foreign
a
o'clock.
in
administering
any
Federal
Funeral
singers, J. H. Churchill
mother as a dependent ne‘t
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and Antique or natural finish. Jerry racks, dozens of coldene. Wood
As a general rule, physically present in a foreign
law.
tax
year. Do I count the Social
Home, Dr. Hugh Houston, Dr.
S3111" handles; tobacco oil and dust,
five foot pull type models One McCoy,753-3045.
,
the IRS may' assess additional country for a specified period 'Security
-1
benefits she recei%es
LOST & FOUND
Ray Amrnons, the nurses and
damaged items;
following
and two row new and used three
and
time
of
not
is
U.S.
to
tax
subject
you
or
may
rea
claim
in figuring if I furnished oneFOR SALE OR TRAPI'.
staff at Murray Hospital and St.
point cultivators Vinson Tractor
cabinet, lavatory; and
tax.
fund
Range,
within
three
of
years
the
half of her total support?
white
Thomas Hospital, those who sat LOST OR STRAYED,
due date of a return. There- „. Details can be found in PubCompany,753-4892.
1TC COON DOG; will trade for good five speed bicycles; a Harle
faced heifer, weighing about 700
No.
S2OP
Guide
lication
Tax
54,
for
any
fore,
record
might
tires
you
A) Social Security benefits
with us at the funeral home, we
new
cycle,
Davis Motor
Beagle. Phone 753-2711.
lbs., in the Cherry Corner
need to support an item listed ,U.S. Citizens Abroad, avail- used by the dependent for her
shall be eternally grateful.
USED CASE 10 H.P. lawn and
overhauled.
motor,
vicinity. If found call after 4:30
on your return should hi kept able free by dropping a post- support during the year must
Juanita , Gay,
garden tractor, equipped with
Possibly by sale date will have
card to your IRS District be included in computing total
p.m.,436-5470. Reward ofat least three y•ears.
Gary and Larry Evans. 1TP
you
invite
We
mechanical drive, electric
items.
many other
Naturally, you will want to Office.
support, even though such
fered.
S21C
•
starting, lights, and 38" motor.
to be with us.
keep some records longer. For
sums are tax exempt. '
We would like to say thanks to
You'll have to see this tractor to
Sale conducted by Douglas
For
example,. records on the purexample, if
your
Q)'How can I get a copy of
WANT TO BUY
our friends and neighbors for the
believe it $450.00 will buy this
of
associate
chase of a home or the acqui- my 1969 federal income tax re- mother's only two 'Sources.of
Shoemaker,
and flowers WANT TO BUY;
kept
lovely cards
be
ane
logs
;talon of stock should
support are you apd Social
turn?
like-new team. Sorry no trades
and
Auction
Shoemaker
longer, because they will he
Security, you would Ave to
received during Erie's stay in the standing timber. Also have for See McKeel Equipment ComLivestock Co., Murray, Kenneeded for your tax return
A) Write the IRS Service provide more than she gets
Murray and Nashville Hospital.,sale lumber and sawdust. pany.503 Walnut.. Phone 753tucky. Phone 753-3I7S for inv.:lien the assets are sold or Center where you filed your from Social Security to meet
Exit B. Adams,&
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. 3062
S21C
formation .
exchanged.
return. Be sure to include the support test.
ITC Phone 753-4147.
TFC
Family.
•

WATCH THIS SPACE
FOR FURTHER DETAILS!!

Taxpayers Ask IRS

•-

PAGE EIGHT

THE LEDGER.,0 TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY—SEPTEMBER 18, 1971

Giants Win, Dodgers Lose To Standings Black
Boost SF Lead To Two Games

(Continued from Page 1)

Nixon's first appointment
>c="0"=•c+c-Q.=-=+++0-=+-=+.0-=+(e Warren E. Burger, who reBy United Press International placed Earl Warren as chief
American League
National League Roundup
plunged to their third straight
justice.
Chicago defeated CaliforEast
By JOE CARNICELL1
loss. Los Angeles took a 2-0 nia 9-4 and Oakland topped
Most often mentioned as a
W. L. Pct, GB successor to Black are Rep.
UPI Sports Writer
lead before Aaron's 45th homer Milwaukee 6-5 in II innings in
Baltimore
90 56 .616 ... Richard H. Poff, R-Va., and
The slumping San Francisco in the eighth and Lum's 12th in American League play.
87 65 .572 8 Washington attorney Charles S.
Giants made five errors and the ninth sent the game into Don Wilson gave up one hit — Detroit
79 73 .520 14 Rhyne, a classmate of Nixon's
managed only five hits Friday extra innings. Lum added a second inning double to Tony Boston
17 74 '4,531) .t1,P4 at the Duke University Law
night but you won't hear another homer off Hoyt Wil- Perez —and drove in two runs New Yogi(
Manager Charlie Fox complain- helm, a former Brave, in the as the Astros beat Cincinnati. Washington
57 92 .383 341
11th after Cecil Upshaw had Wilson was backed by Hous- Cleveland
/
2 Puff is the second ranking
West
One of the hits was a pinch- pitched out of a bases loaded ton's second triple play of the
Republican on
the
House
W. L. Pct. GB Judiciary Committee and is
hit homer by Dick Dietz with jam in the bottom of the 10th, season in the second as he
two men on and it highlighted a for the winning run.
95 55 .633 .. considered one of the most able
Oakland
recorded his 16th victory.
/
2 games Wilson drove in the go-ahead Kansas City 80 70 .533 15 constitutional lawyers in the
The Braves are 61
four-run sixth inning that
71 79 .473 24 House. A graduate of the
enabled the Giants to beat San behind the Giants with an run in the second with a Chicago
Diego 7-5. The victory, com- outside chance of catching the squeeze bunt and singled in a California
71 80 .470 24/
1
2 University of Virginia Law
bined with Los Angeles' 3-2 loss front.runners.
69 79 .466 25 School, he has been a member
second run in the fifth. The Minnesota
in 11 innings to Atlanta, boosted
64 86 .427 31 of Congress since 1953.
"Flying out here, we talked Reds' run came on a bases Milwaukee
San Franciso's lead in the about beating the Dodgers loaded walk in the second
X-Clinched Division Title
Rhyne visited Nixon at the
National League West to two seyen straight," said Lum, who before Darrel Chaney lined to
Friday's Results
White House Friday. But
games with 11 to play.
called the two homers "my second baseman Joe Morgan, New York 1 Cleveland 0 (1st) Ronald L. Ziegler, the White
4.•
''This is the kind of game greatest thrill this season.
New -York 7,Cleveland I (kid) House press secretary, said the
who started the triple play.
that can turn a club around," course it would be tough but it Joe Torre hit a three-run
Detroit 9 Baltimore 4 ( 1st)
visit was a coincidence and that
said Fox, who's been struggling could happen."
Detroit 5 Baltimore 3 (2nd) they did not discuss judicial or
homer to boost the Cardinals
MONTY CATELEY (21) pf Murray is putting a strong Bladder into tbe midsection of Mayfield's
to find the answer to a slump
Kens City 2 Minnesota I
political matters. He said they
Gaylord Perry (14-11) will past Montreal and help Bob
Joe Ford (12) on this tackle in last night's game at Mayfield.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
which has caused his club to pitch for the Giants today Gibson gain his 16th triumph.
Chicago 9 California 4
talked over Rhyne's visit to
lose four straight games and 11 against the Padres' Clay Kirby Torre hit his 24th homer to cap
Boston 10 Wash 7
Yugoslavia for a World Peace
Fall Bridge Session
Kentucky Mission Truck
of its last 12 before Friday (13-13) while Bill Singer (9-16) a four-run fourth and lifted his
Oakland 6 Milw 5 ( 11 inns) Through Law Conference.
night. "We make five errors will go for the Dodgers against league-leading RBI total to 131.
Black's
l
is
fellow
Also
Opens At Calloway Club
To Be At Church Monday
and still win. Sometimes games Atlanta's Jim Nash (9-7).
Today's Probable Pitchers
Ted Martinez, Ken Singleton
justice, John M. Harlan, 72.
The women of the Galloway
like this can be just the tonic a
Elsewhere in the National and Ed Kranepool slammed
Oakland (Hunter 20-11) at Harlan was admitted to BethesMountain.
Three cars were involved in a County Country Club will open The Kentucky
club needs to shake a slump." League, Houston downed Cin- solo homers to back Gary Milwaukee Slaton 9-7), night. da Aug. 16 for what was called collision
at 12:55 Saturday their fall session of bridge at the Mission Truck is scheduled to be
San Diego scored three cinnati 4-1, St. Louis whipped Gentry's three-hit pitching and
California Murphy 6-15) at a back ailment. He was morning at the intersection of
Methodist
dub on Wednesday, September at the First United
unearned runs and held...? 5-3 Montreal 7-2, New York stopped lead the Mets over Pittsburgh. Chicago'(Bradley 13-14).
transferred to George Washing- 12th and Chestnut Streets, ac- 22, at nine a.m.
Church on Monday, September
lead in the sixth lrhea-ave Pittsburgh 3-0 and Chicago beat New York's victory left the
Baltimore (Palmer 18-8) at ton University Hospital Thurs- cording to the report filed by the
Mrs. John Farrell, Mrs. Dwain 20.
Kingman walked and Al Gallag- Philadelphia 4-3.
Pirates' magic number for Detroit (Lolich 24-11).
Persons having clothing or
day to determine the cause of officers of the Murray Police Taylor, and Mrs. Tommy
Taylor
her beat out an infield hit.
Cleveland (Colbert 6-4) at his ailment.
Detroit swept Baltimore 9-4 clinching the NL East at three
other articles for the Mission, are
Department. No injuries were will be bridge hoste.mes.
Chris Speier, attempting to and 5-3, New York took ganaes.
New York (Stottlemyre 14-11). Had Black stayed on the listed on the report.
bring them to the
A ladies day luncheon is asked to
sacrifice, forced Kingman at Cleveland twice 1-0 and 7-1
Boston ( Brett 0-2) at Wash- court until March 1, he would
Educational building of the
Cleo James drove in three
Involved were a 1971 Chevrolet scheduled
at
noon
with
third before Dietz, hitting for Kansas City edged Minnesota 2- runs with a homer and a two- ington ( Gogolewski 4-5), night. have served longer than any
11 owned by John Ed Johnson and Mesdames Chuck Shuffett, Z.C. church.
Russ Gibson, slammed his 18th 1, Boston downed Washington run single to lead the Cubs past
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 6-4) other justice. The record is held driven by John David Johnson,
Enix, Ken Stevens, Jo Crass,
FREE PUPPIES
homer to put the Giants ahead
Philadelphia. Deron Johnson at Minnesota '(Hamm 2-3).
by Justice Stephen J. Field, 1101 Fairlane Drive, Murray, a Gary Marquardt, Marshall
6-5. Two walks, a double steal
had a three-run homer for the
who served from 1863 to 1897, a 1967 Volkswagen two door owned Garland, Robert Williams, Two puppies, eight weeks- ,
101 German Shepherd, are frea to
and an infield out provided an
Sunday's Games
Phils in the ninth.
period of 34 years, six months by Robert M. Walker and driven Richard Zanetta, and James
R. persons for pets. For informa5on
insurance run in the inning.
Kansas City at Minnesota 2
and 11 days.
by Thomas David Walker of Allbritten as hostesses.
call 753-4968.
"I've been hitting the ball
Oakland at Milwaukee
Small of stature and wiry, Greenville, and- a
1971
good right along," said Dietz,
California at Chicago
Black's rtputation was that of a Volkswagen two door owned by
DORCAS CLASS
whose homer was Its third in
Baltimore at Detroit
strong individualist. He saw Ann Hall of Woods Hall DorDorcas
The
Sunday School
three days. "But it always
Boston at Washington
scores of his dissenting opinions' mitory and driven by Sharon Arm Retarded Children's
Class of the First Baptist Church
seemed right at someone.
Cleveland
at
New
York.
eventually
become
doccourt
Burge
of Arlington.
will meet Tuesday,September 21,
--Maybe now we can all turn it Mrs. Myrtlene Shipley of Five credit cards, belonging to
trine
Walker, going west on Association To Meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
National League
around, I certainly hope so. If Murray Route Five was claimed Richard Salkowski of 2 Hillcrest
Calloway
County Allen
He stated his philosophy as a Chestnut, told police he ran the The
Rose.
East
anyone told me two weeks ago by death Friday at 2:15 p.m. at Road, Endfield, Conn., now of
for
Retarded
justice in a television interview red light crossing in front of the Association
we would lose 11 of 12 games, I the Murray-Calloway County Room 925 White Hall Dormitory,
W. L. Pct. GB
Children
hold
will
its
regular
three years ago:
Burge car going south on 12th
would have told them they were Hospital. She was 72 years of age Murray State University, have Pitts
92 60 .605 ...
"It is a long journey from a Street, according to the police monthly meeting on Tuesday, RUSSIA EXPELS PAIR
completely out of their head." and her death followed an ex- been stolen, according to the St.Louis
83 68 .550 8/
1
2 frontier farmhouse ... to the report. The
MOSCOW (UPI) —The Soviet
Walker car hit the September 21, at 7:30 p.m. at the
report made to the Murray Police New York
The Dodgers, meanwhile, fell tended illness.
78 73 .517 131
Union has expelled two Ameri/
2 United States Supreme Court, Burge
new
center
located
Main'
at
702
car, then spun around
victim to the long ball hitting of The deceased was the wife of Department at 11:09 p.m. Friday. Chicago
78 73 .517 131
can students for spreading
/
2 afact which no one knows better backwards,
and skidded into the Street.
The cards were as follows: Montral
Hank Aaron and Mike Lum and Eugene D. Shipley who died
66 83 .443 241
"malicious anti-Soviet litera/
2
members
All
friends
and
are
said.
I,"
than
Johnson
he
November 9, 1962. She was born Mobile
car
going
east on
Shell Phila
8832241064,
61 90 .404 30/
ture" in the Soviet Republic of
1
2 "But this nation, created by Chestnut stopped
April 24, 1899, and her parents 961719960, Phillips 66,6107071265,
waiting for the urged to attend, a spokesman
West
Moldavia, a newspaper said
our Constitution, offers count- traffic light at 12th, the police said.
were the late A.G. and Helen Texaco 330941111860 2990001, and
W. L. Pct. GB
Friday.
examples
mine.
like
just
less
report
Cunningham.
said.
American 4631160720, according San Fran
I Continued from Page 1+
84 67 .556
Sovetskaya Moldavia (Soviet
My experiences with and for
Damage to the Johnson car was
Mrs. Shipley was a member of
Moldavia)
held firm against the rider the First Baptist Church where to the report. Persons are urged Los Angeles 62 69 .543 2 our government have filled my on the front end, to
identified
the
the Walker Sub-Division Youth
78 74 .513 6/
students as David Michael
when Stennis took the bill to a she had served in various to be on the lookout for the cards. Atlanta
1
2 heart
gratitude
with
and
car
on
the
rear
end,
and
to
the
At 6:18 p.m. Friday Roy L. Houston
74 77 .490 10 devotion to the Constitution
Fishman of New York and
negotiating conference with the capacities through the years. She
Burge car on the front end.
Fellowship Will Meet
Diana Perlman of California.
74 79 484 11 which made my public
House, and the House conferees had been a teacher in the junior Stephens of Wing° Route One Cirici
life
Friday at 420 p.m. a collision
reported that the cables were cut San Diego
The Murray Sub-District
Sovetskaya Moldavia said a
57 94 .337 27 possible.
refused to budge.
department of the Sunday School
occurred on Jerry's Parking Lot
United
Friday's Results
police detective stopped the
Methodist
Stennis, although opposing the and had worked closely with the and a battery stolen from his car
Youth
"That
Constitution
is
my
between
a
1967
Ford
station Fellowship will
have its monthly couple in August on a street in
Mansfield amendment, recog- youth of the church through the at 601 North 4th Street, Murray. St. Louis 7 Montreal 2
legal bible; its plan of our wagon driven by David Elroy
meeting at the Brooks Chapel Kishinev because Miss Penman
nized he would face trouble Woman's Missionary Society and The police said the Napa battery Chicago 4 Phila 3
'government is my plan and its Bogard of 523 Whitnell, Murray,
United Methodist
when he came back to the its youth groups. She had been was three weeks old and was a New York 3 Pittsburgh 0
Church on was carrying a bag that was
destiny my destiny. I cherish and a 1968 Ford four door driven
Electra.
Buick
a
one
large
for
Houston
4
Thursday, September 23, at 6:30 similar to a bag being saught in
Cincinnati
1
Senate virtually empty handed. associated with the Youth Shop
every word of it from the first by Odell Suggs of Lynn Grove.
p.m.
San Francisco 7 San Diego 5
connection with a criminal
All he had to show was a here in Murray and was well
to the last, and I personally Police said Bogard pulled
Atlanta 3 Los Ang 2 (11 inngs)
away
"Sense
of
Congress" known by many persons in
the
deplore even the slightest from a parking space rnaao,g The Executive Council will case.
"The inspector was preplexed
amendment that set no deadline Murray and Calloway County.
deviation from its important right turn, and Suggs was pulling meet on Sunday,September 19, at
Today's Probable Pitchers
to
find malicious anti-Soviet
but implored the President to
commands."
Survivors are two sons, Dan
into Jerry's making a left turn two p.m. at the Temple Hill
Chicago I Pappas 17-131 at
literature in the bag," the
seek total withdrawal.
Shipley of Murray Route Five;
Black's long career saw him when the collision occurred. United Methodist Church,
newspaper said.
Mansfield said that was not one sister, Mrs. Fulton I Irene) Funeral services for Gary Philadelphia 1Wise 15-131
vote with the majority on the Damage to the Bogard car was on
Atlanta (Nash 9-7) at Los
enough and —with Friday's Young of Murray Route Five; McBride who died as result
ruling
which
the
right front fender and to the
a
of
declared
1954
tabling
motion
—made
a two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Homer injuries sustained in an Angeles (Singer 9-16).
segregation unconstitutional. In Suggs car on the left front fender.
Cincinnati (Nolan 11-14) at
desperate, goal-line stand to Cunningham
Another collision occurred at
of Oklahoma City, automobile accident south of
1963, he wrote the opinion
Houston (Forsch 7-8).
block final passage. But he lost Okla., and Mrs. Lewis
requiring states to provide free 12:30 p.m. Friday between a Ford
Cun- Hazel on Thursday night will be
to the ex-Mississippi judge.
ningham of Centralia, Ill.; two held today at 3:30 p.m. at the San Diego (Kirby 13-13) at Lawyers for penniless criminal two door hardtop driven by
San Francisco (Perry 14-11).
Mansfield said he probably nieces; one nephew.
Hornbeck Funeral Home, Fulton,
defendants. This year, he wrote Claude D. Allen of Route One,
New York ( Sadecki 7-6) at
would try to stick his amend- Funeral services will be
the opinion declaring newspa- Buchanan, Tenn., and a Ford
held with Rev. John Laida and Rev.
Pittsburgh
(Blass 14-7).
ment on the military procure- Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the First James Best officiating.
pers could publish the top station wagon driven by Fred
St. Louis Cleveland 12-10h at
ment bill when it is brought up Baptist Church with Dr. H.C.
Pentagon papers.
Eugene Pierce of KirInsey Route
secret
for your Drug, Prescription
Burial will be in the Greenlee Montreal (Stoneman 15-14+
in the next few weeks.
Chiles and Rev. Wayne E. Todd,
Black was a U.S. senator One.
Cemetery
there.
survived
He
is
The manager of that bill.'interim minister of the church,
and Sundry Needs
Alabama
President
when
Police
said both cars were
from
by his parents, Mr.and Mrs. L.M.
Sunday's Games
John Stennis.
officiating.
Roosevelt appoint- going south on 12th Street at
D.
Franklin
Open
1200
a.m.
McBride, a sister, Mrs. Brenda St. Louis at Montreal
Active pallbearers will be
ed him to the court. He served Poplar when the Allen car hit the
Nanney, and grandparents, Mr. Chicago at Philadelphia
Quitter Knight, Jim Stahler,
Kentucky High School
under five chief justices and six Pierce car in the rear.
and Mrs. A.L. Booth and Mrs. New York at Pittsburgh
Marvin Harris, Hunter Love,
Football Scores
presidents. He took part in 41000
Floy McBride.
Cincinnati at Houston
Fred Workman, and Luther
Supreme Court decisions.
McBride, age 18, was a Atlanta at Los Angeles 2
Dunn. Honorary pallbearers wW
By United Press International
member of the Fulton Baptist San Diego at San Francisco
be James Hamilton, Ray
Church and planned to enter
Brownfield, Andrew Wilson,
Mayfield 7, Murray 6
school in Nashville, Tenn., this
Thomas
Hogancamp, Joe
Madisonville 20, Owensboro 6
fall.
Ft. Campbell 8, Charlotte (Tn) 0 Lassiter, Lewis Jackson, Stanford Andrus, and James Rogers. Injured in the accident was
Russellville 14, Todd Co. 0
Robbie Raspberry is listed in
Interment will be in the Murray Charles Howard Curtis. Jr., of
Paducah Tilghman 27, Daviess
satisfactory condition this
Cemetery with the arrangements Fulton, age 18, a student at
Co. 6
The Hazel Women's Club held morning by officials of the
Hopkinsville 36, Clarksville Tn. 6 by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Murray State University. He was its regular meeting at
the club Murray-CallowaY County
Home where friends may call transferred from the Murray- room on Thursday,
Crittendon Co. 26 Fulton 0
She was admitted
September 16, Hospital.
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Collisions Are
Reported Here

Mrs. Shipley
Dies Friday
At Hospital

L

Five Credit Cards
Reported Stolen

Draft

Gary McBride Rites
Being Held Today

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chest..ut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
till 6:00 p.m.

Hazel Woman's
Club Has Meet

Robbie Raspberry
Injured In Wreck

FERN TERRACE LODGE
OF MURRAY, Inc.

NEW HOME FOR
SENIOR CITIZENS

Opening January 1st, 1972

SPECIAL ,_ DRY CLEANING OFFER

DRESSES 2/s1"
U.

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin

3ifib3S 21110H NO

Located at the corner of
Stadium View Drive, just off 641 N.

APPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND
FOR RESIDENCY NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Send Inquires to:

Box No. 2
Murray, Kentucky
Administrator Must Be L.P.N. or R.N.
rra
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Calloway County
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We read the other day in the
paper where those kids who use
marijuana are not as likely to
become cigarette smokers as
those who do not. Well, we guess
there is a good side to most
anything.
This would lead us to believe
that people who normally drive 80
or 90 miles an hour are less likely
to die of a heart attack or cancer.
Well, Roger, we missed a
couple of days again, but we just
couldn't help it.
We don't know where we had a
nervous back or a nervous
muscle. Anyway the muscles on
wee side tightened up and pulled
harder than the muscles on the
other side which makes you
climb right up the wall, that is if
you could climb, which you can't.

We go over to see Dr. Ross and 1
be works on us, trying to get the
tight muscles loose, which he did.
Thursday,
Friday
and
Saturday we were hard to get
along with with our sense of
hismor just about shot. However
by Sunday we began to come
around and after we see Dr. Ross
again today, we should be ready
for a foot race.
A person who usually is in good
health just does not appreciate it
until he is incapacitated.
Fellow says the way kids dress
today, it's kinds dangerous
putting them out on the curb at
7:oo o'clock in the morning. One
kid was picked up three times
for school and twice for garbage
We heard of a lady who was so
kind she hated to kill bugs so she
just sprayed them with hair
spray. It doesn't kill them. It
just keep them in their place.

Lynn Grove Teacher
Selected For 1971
Elementary Group

1
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel of Lynn t
Grove Elementary has been s
selected for inclusion in the 1971
volume of Leaders of American
Elementary Education, an annual program honoring the men (
and
women
who
have r
distinguished themselves by their i
service and leadership in the t
field of elementary education. e
Guide lines for selection indude an educator's talents in the
classroom, contributions to t
research, administrative ability, t
and civil
service and i
professional recognition.
In announcing the award
winners this statement was made t
"The men and women chosen
tor this high honor have explored new paths, developed new
insights, and effectively communicated their knowledge to
their students and colleagues.
They are the exceptional
teachers."
Mrs. McDaniel has been in the
teaching profession for thirtythree years and has been on the
7.yrtn Grove faculty for twentytwo years.

The Weather
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy today
and tonight and slightly cooler
most sections. Occasional
periods of rain and chance of
thundershowers today,
diminishing west half tonight.
Tuesday,considerable cloudiness
and cooler with widely scattered
showers, mostly east portion.
Highs today mainly in upper 604
and 70e, lows tonight 504 to low
60s. Highs Tuesday 604 to low 704.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Kentucky: The extended
weather outlook, Wednesday
through Friday, shows a chance
of rain Wednesday and Thursday
but mainly in the eastern half
Friday.
A cool trend through Friday.
Highs mainly in low to mid-708.
Lows mostly in the 504.

